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1. Introduction 
“makAyAm makarE mAsE chakrAmsam bhArgavOtbhavam 
maheesAra purAdheesam bhakthisAra maham bhajE” 

 

 
Sri BhakthisArAr (Sri Thirumazhisai aZhwAr) 

 
Each one of the 12 azhwars that we cherish in our sampradayam has their own speciality. One cannot 
be compared with the other though all of them stressed the very same point and remained as “Eka 
kandargal” (people with single mind and speech). The mudal Azhvars took avatharam first and 
paved path for the flourishing ghosti of Azhvars. But they were not called “periyAzhvars” (Periya-
big/first). The same name was given to vishnuchiththar, the celebrated father of our gOdhA nachiyar. 
Swamy mAmunikal gives the reason in upadesa ratinamAlai as, “pongum parivAlE villiputtur 
pattarbiran pettrAn periyAzhvar ennum peyar”. What the other Azhvars had on perumal is ‘parivu’ 
(soft corner) but periyAzhvar had “pongum parivu” (a very deep flooding love). Swamy nammazhvar 
is adorned as “krishnatrishnA thattvam” (one who was in the deep thirst to attain lord Krishna) but 
even more celebrated is his disciple Sri Madurakavi Azhvar who lived as “dEvumattrariyEn” (I know 
no other lord other than Swamy nammazhvar). Kulasekarar shed his entire kingdom to obtain the 
thilakam for his thirunettri (“van ponnippErAru pOl varum kannaneer kondu arangan kOil 
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thirumuttram sEru sei thondar sEvadi sezhunsEru ensennikkanivanE”). ThiruppanAzhvar took 
avatharam to prove to this world that it doesn’t matter in which kulam you are born it is only the 
devotion in the inner minds which really matters and thondaradipodi azhvar showed to the world the 
difficulties faced due to lowkika kAma (pleasures) and the happiness the ultimate bhagavath 
anubhavam fetches. Thirumangai azhvar was a man of action. One who is involved in kainkaryam 
cannot have his own anubhavam and the vice versa since if one is involved in his own meditation 
then he cannot do kainkaryam physically but kaliyan disproved this fact. He did not stay in one place 
like nammazhvar but went from one divya desam to the other and sung beautiful mangalasasanams 
on all the emperumans. Not stopping with this he did madhil kainkaryam and many more 
kainkaryams to the divya desa emperumans. He is one azhvar who got the arthas not with vinayam 
(politeness) but vigour directly from perumal. He is the azhvar seen with a knife in all divya desams 
even today but do you know! Not kaliyan but one other azhvar reserves the name of “uraiyil 
edAdhavar” (one who doesn’t place his knife into its cover)?  
 
Yes. Thirumazhisai azhvar is adorned as “uraiyil edAdhavar”. But in all divya desams including 
azhvar’a avathara stalam “thirumazhisai” bhakthisArar is seen only with folded arms and not 
holding a knife. In case of thirumazhisai azhvar his knife is his own tongue. Azhvar is never 
frightened to express his views. He doesn’t want to pacify others but puts forth his points in a very 
straightforward way and his words cut through the arguments of veda bAhyas (one who doesn’t 
accept the vedas) and veda kudrishti’s (one who accept the vedas and give wrong interpretations) like 
a knife without any halt. Doubt may arise in the words of nammazhvar when he says, “muniyE 
nAnmuganE mukkanappa” etc but thirumazhisai azhvar’s pasurams gives no room for any such 
confusions. Why is azhvar so strong? It is because he has plunged into all the philosophies. 
 
“samanam kattrom, sAkiyam kattrOm sankaranAr Akiya Agama nool kattrOm” and finally he was 
brought to the path of vaishnavism by a great acharya, Peyazhvar. Moreover, thirumazhisai azhvar 
declares that he is the single soul to understand the divine qualities of emperuman since he was 
blessed with the same by emperuman himself. (“Arum ariyAr avan perumai” “appil aruporulai yAn 
arindha vAru”). To get our minds clear of the doubts about the parathvam of emperuman and other 
such issues it is wise to go through the staunch words of thirumazhisai azhvar who is not only well 
versed in vaishnavic philosophy but also in all other philosophies in this world. The life history of 
thirumazhisai azhvar also shows that though born in a brahmana kulam he was brought up by a 
velAlan and hence did not get the right to learn the vedas but azhvar did know all the vedArthas due 
to the divine grace of emperuman. The incident with the Brahmins stopping the vedas while azhvar 
passed that way and how they forgot the place they stopped and how azhvar reminded them of the 
same etc are known to all. 
 
Moreover thirumazhisai azhvar had the greatness of making perumal himself walk at the back of him 
(“painAgappAi surittikol”) and till today that perumal in kanchi is adorned as “sonna vannam seitha 
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perumal” (perumal who obeyed the orders, yathOththakAri) and arAvamudan emperuman in 
kudandhai literally started to sit up on hearing azhvar say, “ezhundirundhu pEsu” and stayed in the 
same position (uttAna sAyee) on hearing “vAzhi kEsanE”. It is said that from that day perumal and 
azhvar exchanged names and hence we say thirumazhisai pirAn and ArAvamudAzhvan. Such was 
the speciality of thirumazhisai pirAn. 

 
Swamy periya vAchanpillai at his avatara stalam sEnganUr 

 
We will now enjoy the brief about his prabhandams and then will try to understand the great 
prabhandam of thirumazhisai pirAn, Nanmugan thiruvandhAdhi with the divine vyakhyanam of Sri 
Periya vAchan pillai and its easy explanation by Sri sudarsanar. 

 
 

Sri Puttur Krishnaswamy Iyengar at Srirangam (Sri Sudarsanar) 
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Sri BhakthisArar has two excellent prabhandams to his credit. Both of them are written in two 
different types of poetic structure, in Tamil literature. One of them is Thiruchandhaviruththam, as 
the name suggests the type of “pA vagai” as per Tamil literature is chandha viruththam. In this 
prabhandam, azhvar gives a number of mathematical calculations (“punilAya iyindhumAi punarkan 
nindra nAngumAi….”). But that is no reason for us to ignore this prabhandam to be tough and 
beyond our knowledge. It has such divine meanings, which clarifies all our doubts. Not all 
paasurams are tough instead there are so many sweet and anubhavam filled paasurams in this 
prabhandam also (“kondai konda Kodhai meedhu…..”). 
 
The second prabhandam of Azhvar is “nAnmugan ThiruvandAdhi”. This prabhandam is in AndAdhi 
style. Today the game of anthAkshari is very common among the young folks. One sings a song and 
the other continues to sing with the word the previous one ends. This was formally derived only from 
Andhadhi structure of the Tamil literature and the mudal Azhvars were the first to make such poems. 
There are two advantages in such poetry. First thing is, no insertions (edaiserugal) can be made. So 
the essence of the poem is maintained and secondly it is easy to by heart them, as it is easy to 
remember the order of paasurams. The andhAdhis of the mudal Azhvars were called as mudal, 
erandhAm and moondrAm thiruvandhAdhi’s considering the order of the Azhvars who sung it. But 
how did this prabhandam of thirumazhisai azhvar get this name? There is also one another andhAdhi 
prabhandam of nammazhvar it is called “Periya thiruvandhAdhi” why should it be called so? The 
interesting fact is that the number of paasurams in Periya thiruvandhAdhi is only 87 while compared 
to the other thiruvandhAdhis it should only be called “siriya thiruvandhAdhi”. On the contrary it is 
called Periya thiruvandhAdhi. Here this thiruvandhAdhi of thirumazhisai pirAn is called as 
nAnmugan thiruvandhAdhi while the whole prabhandam talks only about the greatness and 
parathvam of Sriman Narayana. Azhvar declares himself to be “marandhum puram thozhA 
mAndhar” but see the irony his prabhandam is named “nAnmugan thiruvandhAdhi”. Why? 
 
Generally, prabhandams are either named after the azhvar who did it viz, periyAzhvar thirumozhi, 
nAchiyar thirumozhi etc or with some highlighting point in the prabhandam viz., Periya 
thiruvandhAdhi etc or with the starting letter of the prabhandam viz., nAnmugan thiruvandhAdhi, 
amalanAdhipiran, kanninun siruthAmbhu etc. So this prabhandam derives its name from its starting 
word. 
 
Azhvar starts the prabhandam as follows: “nAnmuganai nArAyanan padaiththAn…”. Though not 
pertaining to the subject just as a matter of fact let us see why Periya thiruvandhAdhi is called so. In 
Periya thiruvandhAdhi, 75th paasuram azhvar challenges perumal for superiority. 
“puviyumiruvisumbhum ninnagaththa nee enseviyin vazhipugundhu ennullAi-avivindri yAn 
periyan nee periyai enbhathanai yArarivAr voon parugu nEmiyA vullu”. Oh! My lord you are ubhaya 
vibhoothi nAthan but then now you have gone through my ears and is staying inside my heart. Now 
who will understand who is superior among us? Or another interpretation is that azhvar confirms 
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that he is superior and questions “yan periyan! Nee periyai enbhathanai yAr arivar?” Only due to this 
nammazhvar’s andhAdhi was named as “Periya thiruvandhAdhi” though it has less number of 
paasurams and even today Azhvar is sometimes referred to as “periyan” in azhvar thirunagari side. 
 
In the next posting we will start enjoying the paasurams in “nAnmugan thiruvandhAdhi”. 
 
Meditating on the divine feet of Sri rukmini samEtha Sri Parthasarathi emperuman and the divine 
grace of asmad Acharyan HH Sri Vanamamalai Jeeyer swamy and the blessings of all the bhagavatas 
adiyen is venturing into this daring effort to write about the divine work of Sri bhakthisArar 
(thirumazhisai pirAn), nAnmugan thiruvandhAdhi. Adiyen wants to take this task as a process of 
learning and enjoying the greatness and divine anubhavams of the arulicheyal with our poorvacharya 
vyakhyanams with you all. Adiyen requests all the learned bhagavatas to correct me wherever 
necessary and prevent any wrong interpretations spread to many ignorant people like adiyen. 
Adiyen’s writeup will be based on periyavAchAn pillai’s vyakhyanam, Appilai’s vyakhyanam and 
the simple divya prabhandha sAra vyakhyanam written by Sri Krishnaswamy Iyengar (sudarsanar). 
 
In this posting we will start with the thaniyan to nanmugan thiruvandhAdhi. 
“athivAdhee bhava” (argue that the paramapurushan is superior) orders the vedas. That is what all 
our Azhvars did. But unfortunately the statements of the Azhvars, including nammazhvar were not 
consistent. In some places they gave room to doubts though their basic intention was only to prove 
the parathvam of Sriman Narayanan. Though nammAzhvar established his matham in “ondrum 
devu” (ThiruvAimozhi(Tv) 4-10) still kudrishtis pointed only to “muniyE nAnmuganE” (Tv-10-10-
1)“ariyai ayanai aranai alattri” (Tv-10-10-11) and similar verses and started writing books on 
“satakOpan samarasam” “Azhvar samarasam” etc. The same is the case with mudal Azhvars, though 
they clearly stated “ammoovarullum mudalAvAn moorineervannan” (mudal thiru-15) “mAmalarAn 
vArsadayAn endrivarkatku eNNaththAnAmO emai” (moondram thiru –97) still the well spread 
verses are “thAzhsadaiyum neelmudiyum…Thirumalai mEl endhaikku eranduruvum ondrAi 
esaindhu” (moondram thiru-63) but our thirumazhisai azhvar, praised as uraiyilidAdhavar gives no 
room for such arguments. No were in his prabhandam can there arise any query about the parathvam 
of Sriman Narayanan. 

2. Thaniyan 
 

“nArAyanan padaiththAn nAn mugamAi, nAnmuganukku 
A-rAr sivan pirandhAn ennum sol- seerAr 
mozhi seppi vAzhalAm nenjamE, moipoo 
mazhisai paranadiyE vAzhththu” 
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As you all already know thaniyan is a “thani padal” that is a paasuram that does not belong to the 
divya prabhandam but it is chanted before chanting the prabhandam in order to praise the greatness 
of either the prabhandam or the author of the prabhandam. Due to his divine grace on us Sri 
pillailokam jeeyer (grand son of Sri pattarbiran jeeyer, one of the ashtadiggajas of Swamy Manavala 
mAmunikal) has rendered commentaries for all the thaniyans in nalayira divya prabhandam. 
 
We will thereby enjoy the meaning of this thaniyan also based on his vyakhyanam. This thaniyan 
was authored by the second son of Sri KoorathAzhvan, a very close disciple of swamy 
EmperumAnAr, and the younger brother of Sri Parasara bhattar, Sri veda vyasa bhattar alias Srirama 
pillai. In this thaniyan, Sri Veda vyasa bhattar instructs his heart, “Oh! My heart let us chant this 
prabhandam of bhakthisArar, which explains in detail about the greatness and superiority of 
emperuman and get uplifted. For that first of all you do mangalAsAsanams to the divine feet of that 
great thirumazhisai Azhvar”. 
 
Thaniyan Vyakhyanam: 
 
“nArAyanan padaiththAn nAn mugamAi, nAnmuganukku A-rAr sivan pirandhAn ennum sol”: 
1. Ako ha vai nArAyana Aseeth I na brahma nEshAna: II (There was only narayanan (in the start) 
there was no brahma or sivan----mahOpanishad) 
2. nArAyana parO jhOthi: (narayanan is the ultimate light ---- narayanOpanishad) 
3. nArAyanE praleeyanthE (Finally he combines (layam) with narayana ---- narayanOpanishad) 
4. Ekasthishtathi vishvAthmA sa cha nArayana: prabhu: (Only the vishvAthma, paramatma remains ( 
after mahapralayam) He is only the sarvEshvaran, nArAyanan ----bhAratham) 
5. srushti stithi andhakaraneem…. Eka Eva janArdhana: (Only that bhagavan called as janardhanan 
attains the names of brahma, Vishnu and siva who do srushti, stithi and samhAram---- Vishnu 
puranam) 
6. Eka Eva jagath svami shakthimAn achchudha: prabhu: (the one who is filled with shakthi, one who 
has no fall and one who is the ishwaran, achchudhan is the only jagath swami) 
 
There by it has been shown that all others except narayanan are killed (samhAram) during the 
paralaya kalam and only the paramatma Sriman Narayanan remains. 
7. yennAbhi padmAdhabhavan mahatma prajApathi: (If one knows about the bhagavan from whose 
nAmbikamalam the mahatma, who gives life (srushti) to this whole world is born then we can cross 
this ocean of samsAram else there is no other way to attain moksham----mahOpanishad) 
8. nArAyanAth brahmAjAyathE nArayanAth rudrO jAyathE (brahma is born from narayanan; rudran 
is born from narayanan-----narayanOpanishad) 
9. viroopAkshAya brahmaNa: putrAya jheshtAya sreshtAya (For the son of 
brahma who is jhesta and sreshta, viroopAksha ------sAma vEdam) 
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10. brahmaNaschApi sambhootha: siva ethyavadhAryathAm ([from bhagavan’s stomach] whichever 
lotus appeared in that brahma was born; From brahma siva was born----mahabharatham) From these 
it is clear that brahma and Sivan were given birth by bhagavan during the time of shrushti. Since 
brahma was given birth by bhagavan and he in turn gave birth to rudra it is nothing wrong if we say 
that both were given birth by bhagavan. Or otherwise, it can be considered that rudran was born from 
brahma in one kalpam and directly from bhagavan in the other. In any case both of them were given 
life only by narayanan. To make all these vedarthas known to all thirumazhisai azhvar started his 
prabhandam with “nAnmuganai nArAyanan padaiththAn” in the first paasuram and ended with 
“eniarindhEn Esarkkum nAnmugarkkum deivan- narkirisai nAranan nee”. This is only indicated in 
the first two lines of the thaniyan. Here the word “ennum” stresses the greatness of the sruthi and 
smruthi verses taken above. 
 
Sol seerAr mozhi: The greatness of the poem is identified with the language and words used (sol 
seergal). Or in other words, “seerkalandha sol” (Periya thiruvandhAdhi 86), the words that have good 
qualities. 
 
mozhi seppi: Chanting nAnmugan thiruvandhAdhi with such qualities vAzhalAm: Let us get 
uplifted 
nenjamE: Oh! My heart! Please help me out. 
How to help? Moipoo mazhisai paranadiyE vAzhththu: Fall into the divine feet of thirumazhisai 
azhvar who has blessed us with this prabhandam . Fall in love with that thiruvadi that are sweet and 
has been adorned by amudhanar as, “edam konda keerthi mazhisaikkiraivan enaiadipOdhu” 
(eramanusa noot-12). “moipoo” can be considered as an attribute to both the thiruvadi of 
mazhisaipiran and mazhisai kshetram. While considered as an attribute to the divine feet of azhvar it 
gives the meaning of “close flower” and “beautiful flower”. The word “moi” conveys two meanings, 
“close” and “beautiful”. So it indicates that there are beautiful flowers very close to the divine feet of 
mazhisai pirAn (‘Poo’ also indicates beauty). While considering it as an attribute to mazhisai 
kshetram then it conveys the meaning that the mahisAra kshetram is very beautiful or this place has a 
number of beautiful flowers in it. 
 
adiyE vAzhththu: Do mangalasasanams to that thiruvadi of the great thirumazhisai azhvar filled with 
such great qualities. Aazhvar did mangalAsAsanams to the divine feet of bhagavan, “vAzhi kEsanE” 
(thiruchan-61) and “mAlai vAzhththi vAzhminO” (thiruchan-68) but you don’t miss to say pallandu 
to that azhvar’s divine feet. 
 
paranadiyE vAzhththu: Azhvar sung, “Esarkkum nAnmugarkkum deivam” and “gunaparanE!” 
considering emperuman to be the parathvam but you consider azhvar as the param and sing praises 
to his divine feet. 
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3. Paasuram-1 (nAnmuganai) 
 
In this first paasuram in his divine nAnmugan thiruvandhAdhi, Sri Thirumazhisai Azhvar first 
explains how both Sivan and his father Brahma are also included into the category of mortal souls 
according to the vedas. Both Sivan and Brahma were created to help in strongly establishing wordly 
activities of creation and destruction. “But Oh! My fellow beings now I will advise you the right way 
to get out of this cycle of life and death. So listen to me and get uplifted,” instructs azhvar. 
 

“nAnmuganai nArAyaNan padaiththAn, nAnmuganum 
thAnmugamAi sankaranai thAnpadaiththAn-yAnmugamAi 
andhAdhi mElittu ariviththEn Azhporulai 
sindhAmal koNmin neer thErindhu” 

 
Sri vaikuntanAthan - Thirumazhisai 

 (nAnmuganai nArAyaNAn padaiththAn) Emperuman gets the name nArAyaNan due to the 
following reasons: 1) He is the place of existence for all those things which are categorized under the 
name “nArangal” (the ever existing things)-sarvadhArakan  
2) He lives in all those things under the “nAra” categorysarvavyApi 
3) Moreover he remains as the prApyam (that which has to be attained) and prapagam (that which is 
the way) for all the jeevas under the “nAra” category. This divine name nArAyaNan thereby suits 
only that paramAthmA who is the ultimate god (sarvEshvaran). This nArAyanan, created nAnmugan 
(one who has four faces) alias Brahma (lord of creation), to do the act of creation in all the four 
directions. Emperuman blessed him with four faces to simultanesously chant all the four Vedas that 
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will assist him in creation. With this it is clear that Brahma is also a created soul who has been 
bestowed upon with the job of creation. 
 
(nAnmuganum thAnmugamAi sankaranai thAn padaiththAn) That brahma took the prime role and 
created sankaran (Siva). After getting the vedas from emperuman Brahma started his creation job or 
in otherwords, narAyaNan created Siva remaining as the antharyAmi of Brahma. It is also said that 
siva was born from the forehead of brahma. 
 
(yAnmugamAi andhAdhi mEl ittu ariviththEn Azh porulai) Brahma does the work of creation to put 
the souls into this world of miseries. Though no one asked me for advise still due to mercy on the 
poor souls who are put to utmost misery in this world I am now going to tell you all the right way to 
get out of this. (andhAdhi mElittu ariviththEn) Like inscribing the words in copper or on a rock I am 
now going to put my views in this prabhandam that is made in “AndhAdhi thodai” (a type of poetic 
structure in Tamil Literature). (Azhporulai ariviththEn) I am going to bring to light the gems that 
have been submerged in the ocean of sruthis and smrithis for the benefit of the suffering jeevatmas. 
(Azhporulai andhAdhi mElittu ariviththEn) like making a beautiful ornament studded with precious 
gems. (Azhporulai) can also mean,”that which is going to sink”. Since at the very start azhvar has 
declared that Brahma and Sivan were created by narAyaNan then it is for sure that they are not 
immortal. 
 
(neer thErindhu sindhAmal koNmin) you are all blessed with senses to think. So think and 
understand the inferiority of these worldly pleasures and know the greatness of what I want to 
convey. Just don’t ignore my words and let it to go wasted instead think, analyze and understand. Try 
to understand how expensive are the gems that I want to donate to you all. In this way azhvar literally 
begs us to understand the great meanings he wants to give us. “pAlkudikka kAlpidippArai pOlE” (Is 
it necessary for anyone to fall into one’s feet to make him drink the delicious milk?) 

4. Paasuram-2 (thErunkAl) 
 
In the previous paasuram azhvar staunchly established that nArAyanan is the ultimate paramAthma 
and all other devas were created by him. But in general Brahma, the god of creation, Vishnu, the god 
of sustenance and Rudra, the god of destruction all three are considered to be equal and having same 
power. In the second paasuram, Azhvar now refutes the above statement with some proof as given by 
the ethihasas. 

“thErunkAl dEvan oruvanE endruraippar 
ArumaryA avan perumai-Orum 
porul mudivumiththanaiyE yeththavam seidhArkkum 
arul mudivadhu AzhiyAn pAl” 
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 (thErunkAl dEvan oruvanE endruraippar) According to pramanams (valid proofs) it is clear that there 
is only one paramathma. People well versed in the pramanas (jnani’s) without any doubt state that 
the paramathma is none other than Sriman nArayana. If there was more than one ishwaran, then 
there will arise mutual clash between them and there by none of them can be the ultimate lord. So 
there should be only one head so as to run the operations in the world smoothly. Next we start 
analyzing who this head could be. All the chetanas and achetanas including brahma, rudran and all 
the devathas are created and destroyed by emperuman (nArAyanan) and he stays as antharyAmi 
inside each one of them. While analyzing about this the maharishis came to a conclusion, “tattvam 
jignAsamAnAnAm hethubis sarvathOmukai: I thatvamEkO mahAyOgee harir nArAya: smrutha: II” 
(Those who want to know about the paramathma, due to many reasons consider only that Srihari who 
is a mahayogi and otherwise called as nArAyana: as the ultimate god.) So the final judgement of the 
rishis is that there is no three gods and the only ultimate god is Sriman nArAyanan. 
 
So if that is so then what are the divine qualities of that paramathma? 
 
(ArumaryA avan perumai) No one can put a boundary to his divine qualities and complete talking 
about his greatness. The greatness of the divine lord is beyond our capacity to be understood in full. 
 
(Orum porul mudivumiththanaiyE ) What has been said above is the final conclusion of the sruthis 
and smritis also.  
 
(devan oruvanE…..iththanaiyE) “divyO dEva EkO nArAyanA:” (there is only one divine nArayanan); 
“eeshathE dEva Eka:” (Only one deva controls the actions of the chit (living) and the Achits(Non-
Living). “EkO deva sarva bhoodhEshu kooda:” (Only one deva is found inside all the jeevatmas); 
“Eka: svathantrO jagathO bhabhoova” (he is the only independent god in the world); “Bhoodhasya 
jAtha: pathirEka Aseeth” (He is the only master of all the Athmas), “EkO ha vai nArAyana Aseeth” 
(nArayana alone was there (in the start)). There are similarly number of vedic verses which state the 
supremacy of nArayana. Moreover there are other verses from the smritis that also convey the same 
meaning. “Eka sAsthA na dvitheeyOsthi kashshit” (There is only one lord; no one else), “Eka Eva 
jagath swami sakthimAn achudha prabhu:” (The jagathpathi is none other than achudha who is the 
leader filled with strength), “Ekas thistathi vishvAthmA sa cha nArAyaNa:” (Only the soul of the 
whole world nArAyaNa remained), “Eka eva janArdhana: (Only janardhana does all the three great 
jobs of creation, Sustenance and destruction). 
 
(Arum ariyAr avan perumai Orum porul mudivumiththanaiyE) “Ka eththA veda yathra sa: (who will 
know his svaroopa and svabhAva? (Personality and character)), “sO anga vEdha yethivA na vEdha” 
(will he himself understand his greatness or not) “yasya amatham thasya matham” (For whom the 
brahmam is beyond his understanding capacity then the brahmam is known to him), “yathO vAchO 
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na nivarthanthE” (whom the words cannot reach and hence returns back), “na thE vishnO jAyamAnO 
na jAthO deva mahimna: paramanthamApa” (Oh Vishnu! Those who are taking birth, who have 
already taken birth (those who will take birth) doesn’t know the upper limit of your greatness) “A-
thAvA nasya mahimA athO jAyAmscha purusha:” (“is this the amount of his greatness? Is he not 
beyond all this) states the Vedas. Further, Ramayana states “Oh lord! You are the supreme. No one 
understands you (“tvam hi lOkakadhir deva na tvAm kEshana jAnathE”). Mahabharatha moksha 
dharmam states, “I am the one who creates brahma and rudran and even they do not understand me 
due to my maya” (prajApathimcha rudranchApi…….), “ Oh rudra! That paramapurushan cannot be 
understood by you and me (brahma). He remains as a witness to one and all and cannot be 
understood by anyone” (na sa shayas tvayA drashtum……). Vishnu dharmam states, “I fall to the feet 
of that vasudeva whose strength and character cannot be understood even by brahma and rudran” (na 
yasya roopam na balaprabhAvow……..). Vishnu puranam states, “Oh achchudhA! I prostrate you 
with that svaroopa which even the great brahma does not realize as the paramaprApyam and 
jagadhAdhAram” (yannAyam bhagavAn brahma……), “I prostrate that Vishnu who is the 
pramaprApyan and who the devas or munis including me (brahma) and sankaran do not understand” 
(yan na devA na munaya:…..). Varaha puranam states, “even today brahma and rudra do not 
understand me fully” (athyApi mAm jAnanthi…..). Further emperuman himself declares in his 
bhagavat geetha, “nAham prakAsas sarvasya….” (I will not be visible to anyone, as I am been 
covered by the yoga mAya. This ignorant world will not understand me that supreme lord who is 
neither created nor destroyed.) And “mAm tu vEda na kaschana” (no one will understand me). From 
all these it is clear that paramathma cannot be understood by anyone including the brahma, rudras, 
sanAkAdhi maharishis, the Vedas themselves and even by emperuman himself as there exists no 
limit to his kalyana gunas. 
 
But we do hear that the brahmarudras grant many boons to those who do great tapas towards them. 
So can we consider them to be superior gods as well?  
 
Azhvar continues to answer this question. 
 
(yeththavam seidhArkkum arul mudivadhu AzhiyAn pAl) The result of any great tapas is granted 
only by the bhagavan who holds the divine sudharsana chakra in his hand. For those tapas, which are 
done towards brahma or rudran the bhagavan who stays as antharyAmi inside these devas grant the 
boon. “yO yO yAm yAm thanum bhakthi:……” (those who want to worship the devas who are part of 
me with due respect, are granted that regard for the devas by me. That jeeva thereby with due 
respects worships the god of his like. And due to the worship he attains the result I grant him) says 
bhagavan in his bhagavat geetha. 
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(arul mudivu adhu) those result which are granted to the divine grace of emperuman. “yeththavam 
seiydhArkum” here seidhArkum denotes that even the devas who one worships gets there wants 
only from paramathma. 
 
(yeththavam……AzhiyAn pAl Orum porul mudivumiththanaiyE) glancing through all sruthis and 
smrithis we finally come only to the conclusion that the results of any worship is ultimately granted 
only by the ultimate lord nArAyaNan. “Asya dEvasya meedushA….” States the bhahuvrusha sruthi 
that rudran gets his greatness only after his deep worship of the lord. “yuga kOdi sahasrAni….” 
(After worshipping Vishnu for more than 1000 crores of years brahma attained the divine post of lord 
of creation) and “mayA srushta: purA brahmA….” (brahma, created by me did a mahA yagyam in 
earlier days. Happy with his worship I blessed him to become my son and there by take care of the 
creation of this world) and “mahAdevas sarva mEthE……” (mahAtma mahAdeva did sarvamEtha 
yAgam and sacrificed himself in the fire and hence became devadeva) states the mahabharatha. 
NarasimhapuraNa states, “brahmAthayas surAs sarvE vishnumArAthyathE purA….” (brahma and 
the other devas in the early day worshipped lord Vishnu and attained their specific positions due to 
his divine grace). 
 
Therefore in this paasuram, with specific proofs it has been clearly stated that nArAyana alone is the 
paradeivam and all the boons granted by brahma and rudra are actually those that are attained from 
Sriman nArAyana and hence it has been strongly established that he alone is the paramathma. 

5. Paasuram-3 (pAlil kidandhadhuvum) 
 
In the previous paasuram, azhvar strongly says that no one can understand 
emperuman’s greatness (Arum ariyAr avan perumai) but the same azhvar continues to talk about 
emperuman as if he knows him well. Isn’t this contradicting what azhvar said earlier? When azhvar 
said “ArumariyAr” it indicates to people calculating the greatness of emperuman. There are so many 
who enjoy and realize the different divine qualities of emperuman like a drop in a ocean. Here 
azhvar proudly says, “out of those who have realized the greatness of emperuman there is no one 
really equal to me. Those who have understood perumal by their own effort can probably realize the 
parathvam of emperuman to an extent. But I have been blessed with this knowledge due to the divine 
grace of emperuman, his nirheduka krupai (unconditional grace) and hence have been able to 
understand his utmost great quality of sowlabhyam, souseelyam etc”. Moreover can a person 
depending on his own effort (sadhanAndharaparar, “eththavan seidhAkkum”) understand 
emperuman like me who has been blessed with this knowledge by emperuman himself? Enquires 
azhvar. 
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“pAlil kidandhadhuvum pandarangam mEyaduvum 
Alil thuyindradhuvum ArarivAr-jnAlaththu 
Oru porulai vAnavar tham meiporulai appil 
Aruporulai yAnarindha vAru” 

 
 (pAlil kidandhadhuvum) Emperuman is the jagatkAranan (creator of the whole universe) and is the 
leader of all the nithya sooris, still he was not satisfied with just enjoying the good things in his 
divine abode (the paramapadam) but wanted to uplift the poor souls suffering in the leela vibhuthi 
(samsAra) and hence decided to take a number of avatharas (incarnations). First among the avatharas 
was he descending to the thiruparkadal and staying in yoga nidra as ksheerAbhthinAthan. He 
incarnated as ksheerabhthinathan to rescue the devas whenever they ran for help to bhagavan, 
against the asuras. 
 
(pandarangam mEyadhuvum) One another important avathara of emperuman is the archaroopam 
which emperuman adorned with happiness and stays even today in srirangam as Ranganatha. 
(pandu) Emperuman descended to srirangam long time back, when the place was filled with forests 
and unoccupied hoping that some one will come to his feet at a later time atleast. Emperuman 
considered the souls as such a costly property to him and he doesn’t mind waiting for them for such a 
long time. Here emperuman stays in srirangam to rescue the samsaris from drowning in the ocean of 
samsaric miseries. 

 
pandu arangam mEyadhuvum 

 
(arangam mEyadhuvum) Emperuman stays with relief in srirangam even better than in 
paramapadham (“avan mEviyurai kOil”). How is that? While in paramapadam always emperuman is 
worried about the jeevatmas in the leela vibhuthi and his thought circles around the miseries that the 
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poor souls undergo here. While bhattar was elaborating about this one day, one of his disciples 
asked, “In paramapadam emperuman is supposed be filled with only happiness, 
Anandaparipoornan. Can then this concept of he being worried fit in there?”Bhattar immediately 
replied, “vyasanEshu manushyAnam prusham bhavathi dukkitha:” (If an man worries then the one 
who feels more is ramapiran) Do you consider this quality of rama to be a good quality or bad? If this 
is a divine quality then will this quality skip its presence with paramapadhanAthan?” All these 
qualities of emperuman arise due to his wish and not due to his previous act (karma) as for ordinary 
jeevatmas. He pities the souls due to his unconditional grace and hence feels bad when they suffer. 
“sa A-kAki na ramEtha” (nArayanan (in the beginning) did not enjoy being alone) arouse only in the 
presence of nithya vibhuthi and his divine kalyana gunas, states nampillai in his divine work eedu, 
the commentary to thiruvaimozhi. 
 
In another way, the line is read as “arangam eidhadhuvum” that is emperuman the leader of nithya 
vibhuthi descending to such a far of place like srirangam for the benefit of the jeevatmas. 

 
NamperumAl 

 
(Alil thuyindradhuvum) When the jeevatmas were endangered during the pralaya kalam, 
emperuman the savior of one and all immediately came to his rescue. Emperuman gave a safe shelter 
for all the jeevatmas in his stomach and he himself without any worry relaxed on an Alilai (banyan 
leaf). He has the whole universe inside his stomach but what a surprise he lies on the small banyan 
leaf like a small innocent kid. 
[At this point we all have to meditate on that small kid “bAlam mukundam 
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manasAsmarAmi” (balamukundAshtakam).] 

 
    ThiruchErai emperuman on top of the Ala elai 

 
(ArarivAr) Who will really understand the simplicity with which the great supreme lord lies on the 
banyan leaf? Who will be able to visualize this sowlabhyam/neermai? One can even perceive the 
greatness (mEnmai) but it is very difficult to perceive the easily available nature of emperuman 
(neermai).  
 
(yAnarindhavAru ArarivAr) Emperuman showed me his sowlabhyam and other great qualities and 
made me realize the same. Can anyone who is making their own try to understand his kalyana gunas 
through different sAdhanAnushtAnams know it the same way as I have? 
 
(PAlil kidandhadhuvum pandarangam mEyadhuvum Alil thuyindradhuvum 
ArarivAr) Will those who want to understand emperuman by their own efforts really understand the 
efforts he is making to capture us? If they have realized his efforts then no one will ever make their 
own effort instead they will wait for his nirheduka krupai to be showered on them. [When 
emperuman shows his greatness to us then it is surely complete that is why EmperumAnAr while 
taking pillaiurangAvillidAsar to the sannadhi of Periya perumal requested ranganatha to shower his 
grace and show that beautiful eyes which was visualized by thiruppAnAzhvar. Many devotees visit 
ranganatha each day do they all have the same darshan? No. Since they try to see perumal with the 
eyes they have, but if we pray to emperuman to give his divine darshan then he is sure to bless us 
with “divyam dadhAmithE chakshuhu:” as he did for arjuna to have the vishvaroopa darshanam] 
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(pAlil kidandhadhuvum ArarivAr) “pAlAzhi nee kidakkum panbhai yAm kEttEyum kAlAzhum 
nenjazhiyum kansuzhalum” (As soon as we hear about the way you are lying in thirupparkadal we 
are unable to stand our heart melts and we feel giddy) Will we who loose ourselves on hearing about 
emperuman’s existence on the pArkadal know about him or will the strong hearted persons who do 
all soughts of sAdhanAnushtanams to realize him understand him? 
(pandarangam mEyadhuvum ArarivAr) “karuvarangaththutkidandhum kaithozhudEn kandEn 
thiruvarangamEyAn thisai” (I saw and prostrated the direction in which thiruvarangan stays even 
while I was inside the fetus of the mother) Will we who always remained in the thought of 
emperuman starting from day one and even while inside the mother’s stomach really understand him 
or will those who say “prathimAsvaprabhuththAnAm” (emperuman stays with archaroopam for the 
benefit of agnanis-ignorant masses) understand him fully? 
 

 
Panguni utthira sErthi 

 
(Alil thuyindradhuvum ArarivAr) “Alandru, vElai neerulladhO vinnadhO mannadhO sOlai soozh 
kundreduttAi sollu” (Did the banyan leaf stay on top of water, in this world or else where Oh lord 
who carried the whole mountain filled with forests in his fingers please say) We, who are deeply 
blessed by you, can understand this agadithagatanAsAmarthiyam (the mastery to do things which 
cannot be done by ordinary men) of yours, who else can do it? So does emperuman have only 
simplicity doesn’t he have the supremacy and greatness? [avanukku neermaiyum vundO 
mEnmaiyum vundO] which azhvar proceeds to explain further. A diamond stone has it own precious 
nature but studding the same diamond in a gold ornament increases the valuable nature of the 
diamond. In the gold ornament the diamond glitters more. Similarly greatness alone will not make 
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emperuman shine but the simplicity/neermai added to the greatness makes emperuman glitter with 
fame. 
 
(jnAlaththoru porulai) “sadhEva sOmyEdhamakra Aseeth EkamEvA advitheeyam” (Oh! my child this 
world was initially one (sat) there was nothing to second) “A-kO ha vai nArAyana Aseeth na brahmA 
nEsAna:” (Narayanan alone was there there was no brahma or sivan) declares the Upanishads. That 
brahmam that was responsible for the creation of the whole universe. 
 
(jnAlaththoru porulai) That thing which stays as the whole world; Initially it stayed as 
sooshmachitachitvishitta brahmam (the chit and achits all stayed in the invisible form inside the 
Brahman without any form or name) then after srishti (creation) they have become 
stoolachitachitvishittam (all the chit and achit stays in the visible form with name) 
 
(vAnavar tham meiporulai) The one who is the prApyam (one who is to be 
attained/leader) to the nithya sooris. “yO devEpya Adhapathi yO devAnAm 
purOhitha:” “sadhA pashyanthi sooraya:” says the vedArtham.  
 
(appil aruporulai) “appu” means water. Emperuman, the creator of the whole world (jagatkAranan) 
first created the ocean of water and then lied on it himself. “apa Eva sasarjAdow” (he first created 
water), “ApO nArA ethi prOkthA ApO vai narasoonava: I thA yathasyAyanam poorvam thEna 
nArAyaNa: smrutha:II”(Water is called as nAram as it was created by the paramatmA otherwise 
called as naran. Since it is the place of existence for emperuman he is called as nArAyanan) says the 
manusmrithi, “srushtvA nAram thOyamandha: sthithOham thEna syAnmE nAma nArAyanEthi” 
(since I created the water called as nAram and since I stay inside it I am called as nArAyanAn) says 
emperuman in the varahapuranam. Further the meanings conveyed by the vedic verses 
“ambhasyapArE” and “samudhrEntham” and “yamenthas samudrE kavayO vayanthi” (the one who 
is praised by poets to be in the ocean) are being reflected by azhvar here. Further nammazhvar also 
says, “nammai punal panni” “thAnOr peruneer thannullE thORRi adhanul kanvalarum” 
(yAnarindhavAru ArarivAr) Who will understand him like me? Those who understand his greatness 
do not realize his simplicity and those who dwell in his simplicity cease to realize his greatness. I am 
one person who has understood both. SAdhanAnthraparas do not know his neermai and 
devadhAnthraparas do not know his mEnmai but I know both declares thirumazhisai azhvar with 
pride (sAthvika ahankaram). 
 
In the first paasuram in his prabhandam thirumazhisai azhwar declared that 
narayanan was the sole creator of even the brahma and rudra. In the second paasuram, he clarified 
that since according to the vedas the supreme is only one all three brahma, Vishnu and Siva cannot 
become the jagatkAranam. Further in the third paasuram azhvar staunchly established his belief that 
he alone knows about the greatness (mEnmai) and simplicity (neermai) of emperuman (as shown by 
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emperuman himself). At this instant some saivaites questioned azhvar as follows: “EkO hi rudrO na 
dveetheeyOya thasthu:” (Rudra is only one there is no one to second) “yO devAnAm prabhavas 
shOthbhavascha vishvAdhikO rudrO maharishi: I hiranyakarppam janayAmAsa poorvam sanO 
bhuttyA subhayA samyunakthu II” (The one who is responsible for the creation and sustanence of 
even the devas, the one who knows everything and that rudran who first gave birth to hiranyakarpan 
let he grant us good knowledge) “thasmAth sarvakath: siva:” (So sivan knows everything) “sarvasya 
prabhumeeshAnam” (the leader to everything, EsAnan) “mAyinanthu mahEswaram” (understand the 
maheswaran to be filled with mAya) Thus goes a number of Vedic verses. Then how is that you 
declare narayanan to be the creator of the universe? There are Vedic verses which declares narayanan 
as supreme and there are some others as a few mentioned above which declare the supremacy of 
rudran. Then shouldn’t we consider both of them to be supreme? How do you say that you alone 
know about the sole supremacy of narayanan? Questioned the saivaites. In this fourth paasuram, 
azhvar answers this question. 
 

6. Paasuram-4 (ArusadaikkarandhAn) 
 

“ArusadaikkarandhAn andarkOn thannOdum 
koorudaiyan enbhaduvum kolkaiththE-vEroruvar 
ellAmai nindrAnai emmAnai epporutkum 
sollAnai sonnEn thoguththu” 

 
It is for sure that some of the Vedic verses declare one Sivan as the supreme but shouldn’t you all just 
analyse if that Sivan said in the Vedas is the same as the sivan you all think? 
 
(Aru sadaikkarandhAn) During the vamana/Trivikrama avathara of emperuman, the divine feet of 
emperuman reached the abode of Brahma. To honour emperuman Brahma washed the divine feet of 
emperuman. The water started flowing as the divine river ganga. To make himself pure Sivan held 
this river ganga on his head. “thriveebhUdhas thathA dharmO hari bhakthyA 
mahAmunE…….varshAyudhAyatha bhahoon na mumOcha thathA hara: II” [rishi srEshta! (While 
bhagavan was pleased) at that time due to the bhakthi towards hari dharma became water. For the 
happiness of the jagannAthan, (me called as brahma) took that water of dharmA and washed his 
divine feet with great bhakthi. PAdhyam, arkyam etc were also given. Looking at the falling water 
Sivan decided “I am eligible to be cleansed” and held the water in the center of his hair lobe (jadai) 
Then he retained it for many thousands of years] Thus declares brahma in Ishwara samhitha. 
 
(Aru sadaikkarandhAn) The word Sivan means one who has purity by nature. Shouldn’t we analyse 
if the rudran you refer to as Sivan have this divine purity always? 
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(sadai) This is an indication that he does some sAdhanAnushtanam (some activities done to attain 
some goal) that shows that he cannot be a paramatma. 
 
(sadaikkarandhAn) the one who accepted emperuman’s Sripada theertham (water used to pay 
homage to the divine feet of emperuman) on his head. 
 
(karandhAn) one who preserves the holy water on his head like a person safeguarding huge wealth in 
a safe locker. 
 
(andarkOn thannOdum) through his act of measuring the whole world emperuman has shown his 
supremacy (dEvAdhi dEvan)  
 
(koorudaiyan enbhadhuvum kolkaiththE) After all these can we accept gangAdharan to partake 
emperuman’s seshitvam (leadership), jagatkAranathvam (creator of the universe), sarvavyApithvam  
(omnipresent), mumukshubhAsyathvam (one who grants moksha)? 
 
(Arusadai…..kolkaiththE) “Eka prAseesharath pAdham….. dEshukaNyathAm” [one person lifted his 
feet high; one, with great pleasure washed it, another held it on his head. Among these who can be 
considered great?] 
 
A further question arised,”How do you say that Sivan doesn’t have the above qualities like 
narayanan?” Azhvar further continues to answer. 
 
(vEroruvar ellAmai nindrAnai) Emperuman is the supreme. There is no one to equal or surpass his 
greatness. “aham krishnasya jagatha: prabhava: pralayas thathA I maththa: paratharam nAnyat 
kinchidhasthi dhananjaya II” declares emperuman himself in his bhagavat geetha (7-6,7) [I am the 
sole creator and destroyer for this whole universe there is no one greater than me] “yasmAth 
ksharamatheedhOham aksharAthapi shOththama: I athOsmi lOkE vEdhE cha prathitha: 
purushOtama:” (15-18) [Since I am greater than the kshara and akshara purushas I am regarded as the 
purushOtaman by the sruthis and smrithis] To further establish emperuman’s words the rishis have 
declared as follows: “ na deivam keshavAth param” “na param pundareekAkshAth”. The Vedas 
declare the same meaning in the verses, “paramam prabhum nArAyanam” “na dhath 
samaschApyadhi kascha drushyathE”.  
 
Who is this supreme? Azhvar answers, 
 
(emmAnai) The one who is my leader. Thirumazhisai azhvar is celebrated, as “marandhum puram 
thozhA mAndhar” even by mistake azhvar will not fall into any other devathas feet. So azhvar credits 
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emperuman to be his lord (his leader). Else it can be stated that in the front and back azhvar has 
talked about the greatness and hence to add more beauty here he talks about the simplicity 
(sowlabhyam) of emperuman in the middle. Emperuman has so much grace that he purposely comes 
and showers his nirheduka krupai (unconditional grace) on me. [Instead of having the same  

 
emmAn - sri ennai Aludaiappan with sri vEdavalli thAyAr  (thiruvallikEni) 

 
colour beads throughout the chain it will be nicer to add a contrasting bead in the center. At this stage 
the great rAsa nAtyam comes to our memory. The gopikas formed a chain during the divine dance 
with Krishna in-between two gopis. There was one Krishna with two gopikas on the sides and vice 
versa. Here azhvar decorates his paasuram with the kalyana guna of parathvam on two sides and 
neermai (sowlabhyam) in the centre] But again there are Vedic verses that declare one with the names 
Sivan, rudran, 
Esan, Eswaran, maheswaran etc to be the paramathma.  
 
Then how do you say narayanan is the only paramathma? Azhvar answers 
 
(epporutkum sollAnai) By whatever names the Vedas may call nArayanan alone is the paramathma 
who bears all these various names viz., AkAsam, prAnan, jyOthi, indran, vuriththiran, Sivan, Esan, 
Eswaran, mahEswaran, purushan, purushOththaman, uththama purushan, Vishnu, hari, achchudhan, 
ananthan, nArAyanan, thiruvikraman, vAmanan etc. 
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(epporutkum sollAnai) ‘porul’ refers to the sabdha which refers to a thing. Emperuman is only 
referred to by all the sabdhAs-sarvasabdhavAchyan. (epporutkum sollAnai) the one who is referred 
directly by all sabdhas(words) and also indicated by the meanings of the words being the 
antharyAmi of all things. For instance, let us consider the word/name “sivan”. This word means 
purity. NArayanan has this purity by nature. So we can consider the verse, “siva Eva kEvala:” to 
indicate to narayanan directly. Whereas in some Upanishads like adharvasiras some identities of 
rudra have been quoted with the usage of the word Siva but indirectly indicate towards narayanan 
who remains as the inner conscience (antharyAmi) of rudran. In this way, narayanan becomes the 
meaning for all the words. 
(epporutkum sollAnai) Like the sivarudra shabthas other names like AkAsa, 
pranan, Indran etc also refer to narayana in many Vedic verses. If we try to 
establish the supremacy of Sivan then it is quite natural to say that even the Akasa, prAnan etc have 
supremacy. But since it is a known fact that these have some impurity it also holds good for Sivan 
(ArusadaikarandhAn). Thereby it is quite wise to understand that all these refer only to narayana. 
Why don’t we consider that narayana nama refers only to Sivan? No it cannot be done so. Since both 
by sabdha and artha narayana nama has its own prominence. According to the sruthis and smritis it is 
a well-known fact that the Sivan known to all was created, and is one who hasn’t overcome his sins 
and has more faults and hence narayana nama cannot be considered to refer to Sivan. Only the vice-
versa will fit properly. “sAshvadham sivamachchudham” “vishvAksham vishvashambhuvam” 
“voordhvarEtham viroopAksham” “ya: paras sa mahEswara:” states the Vedas. “EsAna: prANatha: 
prANa:” “sarva: sharva: 
shiva: stANu:” “AdhidEvO mahAdEva:” “rudrO bahu sirA bhabru:” states SriVishnusahasranAmam. 
With all these quotes it is clear that the names rudra, Siva etc refers only to narayanan. 
(epporutkum sollAnai) He is the leader for everything. Without any differentiation between a non-
living thing and the great brahma rudras (top most over the living things) He is the leader (swami) of 
all. Then how can we equate any one else with his supremacy? “pathim vishvasya nArAyanam”  
 
(thoguththu sonnEn) Here I have given only the crux of emperuman’s parathvam and sowlabhyam. 
[For further details dive deep into the following paasurams in this prabhandam and azhvar’s another 
divine prabhandam thiruchandha viruththam] In spite of Azhvar explaining the parathvam of 
emperuman in such detail with various references the samsAric jeevatmas were not in a position to 
accept and cherish the divinity. They still remained in their own world of confusion. Azhvar got 
vexed and hence he turned towards emperuman and said, “Oh my lord! It is 
so difficult to find people who realize your supremacy. So there is no use to 
proceed in advising these people. Let me tell you the same and you listen” 
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7. Paasuram-5 (thoguththa) 
 

“thoguththa varaththanAi thOlAdhAn mArvam 
vagirththa valaiyugirthOl mAle-vugaththil 
orunAndru neeyuyarththi vulvAngi neeyE 
arunAngum AnAi ari” 

 
(thoguththa varaththanAi) the one who had got a collection of boons. He collected all the boons that 
one can ask for in this world. [Hiranyakasipu, asked brahma the following boons: I should not be 
killed by a god or man, not in the day or night, not in the sky or on this earth, not inside the house or 
outside, not with any type of weapon, not with those that have wetness or dryness.] 
 
(thOlAdhAn) Due to the great boons obtained, he considered himself to be superior to the brahma 
himself who granted him the boons and hence became unbeatable by anyone. 
 
(mArvam vagirththa) tore his heart. 
 
(valaiyugirthOl) the one who has curved shoulders and nails. This happened due to the great anger 
with which emperuman tore open the heart of hiranya. Considering the word ‘thOl’ to refer to the 
divine hands of emperuman, some say that valaiyugirthOl refers to ‘the divine hands that have 
curved nails’. 
 
(mAle) Even at this time of deep anger emperuman had a special soft corner for prahladan and hence 
referred to as mAlE! NAmmazhvar says, “seetraththOdarul peRRavan”. Can love and hatred be at the 
same instant in a person? But don’t we find that ‘Even while an elephant fights with a lion it feed its 
cub’? 
(mAlE) SarvEshvara! Is it not clear from this act that you are the lord of even the brahma and others? 
Then why are these people confused? 
(mAlE) Can a person who grants boons and then suffers due to the same be the supreme? Or will the 
person who saves them from this difficulty be the supreme? Can people not analyse even this fact? 
But Oh! azhvar don’t we hear that srushti (creation) and samhAram(destruction) are done by brahma 
and rudran? Asked some people. Azhvar keeps this question in mind and responds as follows: ‘Oh! 
Lord don’t you stay as antharyami inside all the devas and do the respective jobs’  
 
(vul vAngi neeyE vugaththil oru nAndru neeyuyarththi) During the pralaya kalam (time of complete 
destruction) you take the entire existing world into your stomach and during the time of creation you 
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release them outside. “Athapagatham” ((attracted by the sun) like the water droplets that hide in the 
sunrays being given out as rain during the rainy season.)  
 
[It is not known from where this reference has been taken and the rest of the line is also not known. 
Achchan pillai has just given this word as reference and according to the ‘arumpadavurai’ the 
meaning is given as ‘like the sunrays which spreads throughout, the antharyAmi spreads everywhere-
nAngilum aruvAi nindrAi’ but this doesn’t suit the context of commentary and hence the most 
appropriate meaning has been shown by sudarsanar in his divya prabhanda sAram that has been 
given above] 
 
In the above said way the brahmarudras remain as the sunrays and you remain as the sun and do the 
act of creation, sustenance and destruction. 
 
(arunAngum AnAi ari) You have only become the devas (gods), manushyas 
(human beings), triyak (fauna), stAvaram (flora) and also the jeevatma which do not have a form. 
Here the ‘vum’ in ‘nAngum’ indicates that the lord remains as the achit (non-living thing) also. This is 
similar to “KshEtrajyam chApi mAm viddhi” [understand that I am the soul (and the body)]. It can be 
otherwise said as “nAngum aru AnAi” here it shows that emperuman exists in all the four forms as 
antharyami (“antharAthmAvAi prakAsiththu nindra” reads the vyakhyanam of periyavAchAn pillai. 
In another way it can be considered ‘pravEsiththu nindra’ also as stated by the Upanishads, 
“vishvAthmAnam parAyanam” “antharbahischa tat sarvam vyApya nArAyana: sthitha:” 
“sarvabhoodhAntharAthmA nArAyana:”) 
 
(neeyE ari) In this world of ignorance there is no one to understand these facts in spite of my insistent 
talk. You alone can understand. You have only taken all these forms so you understand yourself 
(neeyE arunAngumAnai, neeyE ari) Azhvar talks about the story of hiranya to establish the fact that 
those who feel jealous while azhvar talks about emperuman’s supremacy will attain the same fate as 
hiranya, states appillai in his commentary. 
[“vuyarththi- can indicate avadhariththi also” That is in the previous paasuram azhvar talked about 
the supremacy of emperuman. Immediately some objected saying that ‘how can one who took a lot of 
births and suffered so much be the supreme?’ For that azhvar answers in this paasuram that his 
avatharams were to wipe out his bhakthas sufferings that can add only greatness to him and no 
where prevent his supremacy. (vugaththil) in each yuga “sambhavAmi yugE yugE” says bhagavan in 
his geetha. (oru nAndru) in each time “yadha yadha hi dharmasya glAnir bhavathi bhAratha, 
apyuththAnama dharmasya” (nee yuyarthi) You take birth in the above stated time by yourself. 
These avatharams credit his kalyana gunas. “sa vu srEyAn bhavathi jAyamAna” (he attains more 
greatness due to his avatharas) “palapirappAi olivaru muzhunalam”  
(vuyarththi arunAngumAnAi) and your birth is not restricted. You take birth in any form. (vulvAngi) 
the purpose of birth] 
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8. Paasuram-6 (ariyAr samaNar) 
 

"ariyAr samaNar ayarththAr pavuththar 
siriyAr sivappattAr seppil-veriyAya 
mAyavanai mAlavanai mAdhavanai A-ththAdhAr 
EnavarE AdhalAl endru" 

 
In the previous paasuram, listening to azhvar's words, "neeyE ari" (Oh lord! You yourself understand) 
emperuman was taken aback. He started wondering,"Is there not even a single person in this vast 
stretched world to understand me?" 
 
Azhvar answers, "In this world filled with jains, Buddhists and saivaites who constitute the veda 
bAhyas (those who do not accept the Vedas as pramanas) and the Veda kudrishtis (those who 
interpret the Vedas in their own mode restricted to their own knowledge) it is very difficult for 
anyone to understand you in the right way." But there were a few like the mudal azhvars who 
understood the Vedas and the bhagavan in the proper way? But among the whole mass of people, the 
mudal azhvars were only three and hence can be considered even negligible and hence due to his 
deep sorrow thirumazhisai azhvar complains that there is absolutely no one to understand the 
greatness of the paramatma in the right sense. 
 
(ariyAr samaNar) Who are these people-samaNar? 
[Though their philosophy is highly confusing and not necessary for our sampradayam still let us 
elaborate a little on their philosophy due to two reasons. First thing all philosophies in this world 
were created only by emperuman. He created the good and the bad. But why? Only in the dark we 
realize the greatness of light. So only when we see the good and the bad we will know the difference. 
Emperuman didn't stop with creating the good and the bad instead he has given us the knowledge to 
analyse. We have been blessed with our great acharyas to take us in the right path. So at this stage, 
even though if it is not necessary for us to know about the other religions/philosophies as we have a 
staunch belief in the path shown by our acharyas but still it is essential for us to know those 
philosophies also, so as to cherish the divine greatness of our acharyas who have removed all 
confusions from our mind and without any difficulty taken us in the right and easy path to attain the 
divine feet of emperuman. Moreover when we see the other philosophies then only we will know 
how crooked our minds can think if not guided by our acharyas. The philosophies we are going to see 
in the following paragraphs will be confusing and even more difficult for adiyen to explain still let 
us try the level best to write and understand due to bhagavat/acharya krupai] 
"syAdhasthi syAnnAsthi, syAdhasthi cha nAsthi cha, syAdhasdheethi vAkthavyam, syAnnAsdheethi 
vAkthavyam, syAdhasthi cha nAsthi chEthi vAkthavyam,sarvadhA vAkthavyam cha" -sapta bhangi 
(seven ways) 
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1. It might be there; 
2. It might be that it is not there; 
3. It might be that which is there or not there; 
4. We can say that it might be there; 
5. We can say that it might not be there; 
6. We can say that it might be or may not be there; 
7. We can say it in any way. 
 
This is how the Jains analyse an object. Can they ever understand emperuman?????? 
According to them, since at one time a pot exists we can say that it is there; while at another 
time/place it doesn't exist we can say that it is not there; considering the two times/places we can say 
it in both ways or in any way we want. Such is the argument of the Jains. That is why they are called 
"tharkka samaNar". Their arguments never end. [But in front of Swamy emperumanar not one but all 
the Jains who came to argue with him have to accept their defeat and fall to his feet. To have the 
darshan of that victorious emperumanar, rush now to "thondanoor". The thirumeni of swamy there 
talks his victory even today.] 
 
Swamy Parasara bhattar condemns this silly talk of the Jains in his Srirangarajastavam, 
"angeekruthya thu sapthabhangi kusruthim syAdhasthi nAsadhyAdmikAm…" 
 
(ayaththAr bhavuththar) The Buddhist does not accept even the jeevatma who has knowledge to 
understand, to be real. If there is no one to understand and even the knowledge is kshanikam (exists 
only for a second) then where is the chance for them to understand emperuman? According to them 
everything is 'soonyam' (a big zero). The world that is zero is created from a zero and finally it attains 
a zero. Is there any logic in their talk? Still the religion exists due to bhagavat sankalpam. 
 
(SiriyAr sivapattAr seppil) The Buddhist and Jains did not even accept the 
pramanams. But the saivaites accept the pramanams (the Vedas) to an extent but still they are unable 
to understand the pramEyam (bhagavan, Sri:pathi) properly. It has been declared in all the Vedas that 
emperuman is both the nimiththakAranam and the upAdhAna kAranam but the saivaites argue that 
he is only the nimiththakAranam. While deciding whom the parabrahmam is, they choose a naran 
(jeevatma) leaving the parAthparan, narayanan. So they are considered as siRRarivinar (people with 
little knowledge). [While making a pot, we require a potter, clay and the rod for shaping the pot. Out 
of these the potter who has knowledge to make the pot and who intends to make it is called as the 
nimiththakAranam. The clay used is called as the upAdhAna kAranam and the rod is called as 
sahakAri kAranam. According to our sampradayam emperuman, Sriman nArAyanan remains as all 
three karanams in the srushti of the world. How he remains as all three is a big vedantic discussion 
not pertaining to our subject at present.] 
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(seppil) Even trying to talk about the above said people is so disheartening. 
They have a philosophy and practice that makes even the sathvikas who have a great control over 
their senses to get angry. So though it is not so good for us to talk about these people still for the sake 
of making others understand the differences in the philosophies it becomes necessary. 
 
(veriAya) “sarvagandha:” declares the Vedas the greatness of emperuman. 
Emperuman is like a collection of all sweet smelling objects. This indicates his niradhisaya 
bhOkyathvam (the supreme among the things that have to be enjoyed). But don’t the flowers also 
have a sweet smell what is special about emperuman? 
 
(mAyanai) Ashcharyabhoothan-The one who has the great qualities and talent that surprises 
everyone. He is the one who creates, sustains and destroys this world of mAyai and hence called as 
mAyan. “mAyAm thu prakruthim vidhyAn mAyinam thu mahEswaram” (know the prakruthi 
(nature) to be the mAyai and the maheswaran to be the mAyi) declares the Vedas. 
 
If he is a person of surprise then will he be hard at heart? 
 
(mAlavanai) He has a special soft corner for his devotees. 
 
(mAdhavanai) On top of all these he is lakshminAthan. Thayar is a personification of love and grace. 
Being her husband emperuman has the same love and affection towards his devotees. 
 

 
mAdhavan –alErmEl mangai urai mArban – Sri nivAsan 

(A-thAdhAr) those who do not praise this supreme emperuman  
(AdhalAl EnavarE endru) So they are considered to be lowly since they do not praise that loveable 
sri:pathi. 
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(veriyAya…A-thAdhAr EnavarE) People in this world get attracted to anything that is beautiful and 
enjoyable. But in spite of emperuman being ‘sarvagandhan’  if one does not appreciate him then what 
to say about that person? Some don’t get attracted to just sight and look into the action. But in spite of 
emperuman’s surprising activities if one doesn’t appreciate him then what to say about his 
knowledge? Some don’t appreciate beauty or knowledge but fall for one’s loving nature. What to say 
about a person who doesn’t even appreciate the great love emperuman shows towards his devotees 
who are filled with sins? On top of all these shouldn’t one appreciate emperuman not for his 
qualities but for the great grace showered on each one of us by his spouse Sridevi nAchiyar? If one 
person exists like a hard rock ignoring all these then he is supposed to be the lowest of the lowest 
human being. Today he is like that but probably he will climb up the stairs some other day and 
understand the grace and love of the divya dampathis. 

9. Paasuram-7 (endrAga) 
 

“endrAga nAlayE yAga enisiridhu 
nindrAga ninarulen pAladhE-nandrAga 
nAnunnai andri yilEnkandAi nArananE 
nee yennai yandri yilai” 

 
In the previous paasuram azhvar worried about the wrong interpretations one by the Buddhist, jains 
and saivaites and felt sorry for them but in this paasuram he throws them out of his mind and finds 
solace in the thought that whatever may happen to others azhvar will always be near to emperuman 
as emperuman’s grace will flow towards azhvar as a great stream. 
 
(endrAga nAlayE yAga enisiridhu nindrAga ninarulen pAladhE) It may be today or tomorrow or a 
few days later but it is sure for emperuman’s unconditional grace to flow towards azhvar. It may take 
time but it will surely happen. What gives you such confidence? Enquired perumal, 
 
(nandrAga nAnunnai andri yilEnkandAi) It is because I have the great wealth of Akinchanyam 
(kaimudaellAmai), that is I have no one other than you to come to my rescue. I have surrendered to 
you and will wait till you come running to save me. Without you I cannot exist and all my good 
remains in you. Only if I have faith in something else also you can show that and escape (“A-sha 
bhandhA vidharpAnAm A-sha yAthi hi kOsalAn” This is the path to vidharpadesam and this to 
kOsaladEsam showed nalan to dhamayanthi and got away from her similarly you cannot show that 
this is karma yoga, this is bhakthi yoga or this is jnana yoga and get away, “nerikAtti neekudhiyO?”). 
But what is the proof that I alone can be the upAya (way)? Enquired perumal  
(nArananE) What other proof do you need? Your thirunAmam itself is the proof. This great 
thirunAmam shows that you are the prapyam (upEyam, that which has to be attained) and prApagam 
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(upAyam, the way to achieve the ultimate goal) for all the jeevatmas who fall under the category of 
narAs. 
 
(nAnnunai andri yilEnkandAi nArananE) “vyasanEshu manushyAnAm prusham bhavathi 
dukkitha:” while any person was struck by grief the first person to feel more is Sri chakravarthi 
thirumagan. So will I fall to the feet of any other god leaving this great emperuman filled with 
ultimate grace (krupAsindhO!)? But when you have nothing to give me why should I come to your 
help? 
 
(nArananE nee yennai yandri yilai) But you are my master and I am your property. Will the master be 
satisfied without taking into possession his property? Further one person can be praised for his 
charity only if there is some one to take. So if you have to establish your graceful attitude on the poor 
jeevatmas then I will be on the first list. 
 
(nArananE) Further your name nArAyanan will hold good only if you come to my rescue else you 
will have to loose that name itself. Aalavandaar expresses the same in his stotra ratnam, “tadaham 
dvatdrutE na nAthavAn 
madruthE tvam dayaneeyavAn na cha I vidhinirmithamEdhadhanvayam bhagavan bhAlaya mA sma 
heehapa: II” 
[So I do not have any other master other than you; Nor do you have another servant like me; This 
relationship occurred merely due to your unconditional grace so please don’t leave it.] 
 
Our PoorvAcharyas enjoy the same paasuram in one another way. Let us see that in this posting. As 
soon as azhvar finished the 6th paasuram condemning the Buddhist, Jains and saivaites emperuman 
questioned azhvar, “Oh! Azhvar You talked about others elaborately in the previous paasuram, but 
now won’t you tell me about you?” Immediately azhvar answers in this paasuram stating that, “Oh! 
My Lord I may be granted the eternal bliss at any time. But I have been blessed with your ultimate 
grace today. I cannot be without you nor can you sustain without me. This is our present state. So 
why should I worry?” 
 
(endrAga nAlayEyAga enisiridhum nindrAga ninnarul enpAladhE) I may attain the paramapadam 
either today or tomorrow or after some more days that doesn’t matter even a bit for me because, 
(ninnarul enpAladhE) I have received your ultimate grace. 
While asked,” How did you come to know that?” Azhvar answers, 
 
(nandrAga nAnunnai andri yilEn kandAi nArananE) I have reached a stage where even a short 
separation from you will cause athma nAsam (destruction of the soul). 
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(nee ennai andri yilai) and you on my separation will become non-existent. So when I have received 
all your divine love why should I worry about the day of attaining the eternal bliss? The words of 
thirumazhisai azhvar can be seen reflected in nammazhvar’s paasuram: “ennadhAvi mElaiyAi.... 
vunnadennadhAviyum ennadunnadhAviyum....” (thiruvai 4-3-8). One doubt may arise, “It is ok to 
say that azhvar cannot exist without the support of emperuman but how does the reverse hold good?” 
This question vanishes when we look into the words of our dear geethacharyan who in front of all 
declares, “jnAni tvAtmaiva mE matham” (my theory is that, the JnAni’s our my soul) and “mama 
prAnAhi pAndavA:” (the pandavas our my life). 
 
Moreover a divine rahasya artham is also seen by our poorvacharyas in the last line of the paasuram. 
The thirunAmam “nArAyanan” as per sanskrit grammar can be spilt into two. 
“nArAnAm ayanam ya: sa:” nArAyana: - tat purusha samAsam 
“nArA: ayanam yasya sa: nArAyana: - bhahu vreehi samAsam 
The above two have been given by azhvar in the front and back of the word 
“nArananE”. “nAnunnai andri yilEn kandAi” is derived from “nArAnAm ayanam ya: sa: (the one 
who is the place of existence for all that belong to the nAra category) and similarly “nee ennai andri 
yilai” is derived from “nArA: ayanan yasya sa: nArAyana: ( the one who has the nArasamoohas as his 
place of existence). So only since emperuman lives in azhvar and azhvar lives in perumal he has got 
the special name “nArAyanan”. So without azhvar emperuman cannot exist. This is one another 
meaning. 

10. Paasuram-8 (elaituNai) 
 

“elaituNai mattrennenjE Esanaivendra 
silaikoNda senkaNmAl sErA- kulaikoNda 
eerain thalaiyAn elangaiyai eedazhiththa 
kooranbha nallAl kurai” 

 
Oh! Azhvar like a few who are adamant that we will eat only when cooked in our house or else will 
remain hungry throughout why are you acting foolishly saying “nAnunnaiyandri elEn kandAi 
nAraNanE” why don’t you get your wishes satisfied with the help of others? Azhvar answers in this 
paasuram stating that no one other than the senkAnmAl (sriya:pathi Sriman Narayanan) can become 
our saviour. Moreover not stopping with being unable to help us they also prevent emperuman from 
coming to our help instructs azhvar to his mind. 
(elaituNai mattru) More than understanding that emperuman is the only saviour it is more important 
to realize that others can never take that role. It is very important for a Srivaishnavaite to remain away 
from anyasEshatvam (servitude to anyone other than emperuman) “thiruvadi than nAmam 
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marandhum puramthOzhA mAndhar”. On the same lines, we have to get to our memory the 
aphorism of pillai ulagariyan in mumukshupadi, “adhilum anyasEshatvam kazhigaiyE pradhAnam” 
 
(en nenjE) Oh! My mind you are suitable for me to give this divine rahasyam. You are not like the 
other’s mind that has a number of confusions (“sanjalam he mana:”) 
Why do you say that others cannot be the saviour? That is because he alone is the paramAtma. But 
there are references that state even rudra to be the paramatma? Let’s see how their paratvam remains 
continues azhvar,  
 
(eesanai vendra silai koNda senkaNmAl) the emperuman holds the bow which was obtained on 
winning rudra. This particular incident is found in Sri Ramayana Baala kAndam where parasurAma 
narrates the incident to Sri Rama Piran. “Oh! Rama These two bows that belong to the devaloka 
where well created by vishvakarma. They are world famous, strong, marvellous, and powerful. 
Among these one was given to rudra who wanted to do tripuradahanam. Only that bow which was 
handy in burning the tripura was broken by you in the janaka sabhai. This powerful second bow was 
gifted to mahavishnu by the devas. This Vishnu danus has equal power with the siva danus. At that 
time the devas wanted to test the power of Siva and Vishnu and hence they requested the same to 
brahma. That Brahma who was chief among the brahmajnAnis created a conflict between rudra and 
Vishnu. So a big war started between rudra and Vishnu. At that time the great bow of Siva that did 
many big jobs cracked a little just due to the ‘hoonkAram’ (a sign of anger) of Vishnu. And Siva 
fainted. Later due to the request of the rishis and devas Vishnu and Siva calmed down. At that time 
the rishis who visualised the cracking of Siva danus due to the anger of Vishnu realized the 
supremacy of Vishnu,” says the Valmiki rAmAyana. This incident has been reminded by azhvar in 
the above line. 
 

 
Silai konda senkanmAl-Thiruppullani SriRamar 
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(eesanai vendra silai) So not emperuman his bow itself won over Rudra. That shows that even 
emperuman’s divya ayudhAs (weapons) have power to win over other devatas. Then how can they be 
considered equal to emperuman? Or otherwise it can be read as “eesanai vendra senkaNmAl” 
 
(silai koNda) Emperuman just held the bow that won over Rudra. It was not 
necessary for emperuman to put any other effort other than just holding the bow the rest was done by 
the bow itself. That shows that each and every thing belonging to emperuman has special powers. 
That even includes bhagavatas. 
So the anya devatas never come near bhagavatas or they show their special regards to the bhagavatas. 
 

 
Silai konda senkanmAl-Thiruvallikeni Sri Chakravarthi thirumagan 

 
(senkaNmAl) Emperuman has reddish eyes that indicate his supremacy. “kapyAsam 
pundareekamEva aksheenee” (he has two eyes that are like the lotus that has blossomed due to the 
rising of the sun). Sem kaN mAl can also refer to Sri rAmapiran with reddish eyes that indicate his 
love to his devotees. “rAmO rAjeeva lOchana:” “rAma kamala patrAksha:” “Sem kaN” refers to 
wealth and love whereas “mAl” refers to supreme and lover. 
 
(elai tuNai mattrennenjE eesani vendra silai koNda senkaNmAl) Will the emperuman who won over 
Rudra become the sarva rakshakan or will the defeated Rudra become the saviour? 
 
(senkaNmAl sErA) Not joining the ghosti of rAma who is the incarnation of the pundareekAkshan, 
sarvEshvaran rAvana says, “dvithA bhajjEyamapyEvam.....svabhAvO dhuradhikrama:” (Even if I am 
cut into two I will not prostrate anyone. This is a quality born with me and hence cannot be changed) 
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(senkaNmAl sErA) Even after seeing the beautiful lovable eyes of emperuman can anyone be without 
falling to his feet? 
 
(eesanai vendra....senkaNmAl sErA) But when even Rudra who is a devotee of emperuman 
(anukoolan) suddenly due to the increase of thAmasa guna wages a war against emperuman what to 
say about a person who is always in the opposite army (prathikoolan). Who is that? 
 
(kulaikoNda eerainthaliyAn) He is none other than ravana who has a bunch of 10 heads. 
“koththuthalaivan kudikeda thOndriya” says periyAzhvar (1-9-3) 
 
(eerainthalaiyAn elangaiyai eedazhiththa) “lankAm rAvaNa pAlithAm” the lanka was protected by a 
great warrior, rAvana. But even that lanka was shattered by emperuman. 

 
Veeraraghavan-Thiruvalloor 

 
(kooranbhanallAl kurai elai tuNai) None other than rAmapiran who has a strong arrow in his hands 
can solve our problems and protect us.  
 
 
PeriyavAchAn pillai’s vyakhyanam 
“EmperumAnAr sri pAdhaththai Ashsrayiththavargal achEtanamAna kriyA kalApaththinudaiya 
koormaiyai vishvashittirArgal. Chakravarththi thirumagan ambin koormaiyaiyAyittru thanjamAga 
ninaiththiruppar” 
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From the above it has been very clearly stated that for Srivaishnavas who have fallen to the feet of 
Swamy emperumAnAr anya sEshatvam has to absolutely abandoned and only the ultimate faith in 
emperuman is essential. 
Note: If we want to be in the emperumAnAr ghosti then it is absolutely essential for us to give up 
anya devata worship. At this point we have to get to memory the great kooraththAzhvan who gave up 
even darshan of namperumal to uphold his status as the disciple of swamy emperumAnAr. Being a 
disciple of that great acharya is more essential than even emperuman himself that has been shown by 
all our acharyas. Get to memory the acharya bhakthi of vaduga Nambi. So it is our prime duty to 
follow them and get uplifted. 
 
Saint thyagaraja, in one of his krithis beautifully says, “nithichAla sukamA rAma sannithi sEva 
sukama” What is crores of wealth going to grant us will it ever equal what the service to emperuman 
will actually grant us? 

11. Paasuram-9 (kurai koNda) 
 

“kurai koNda nAnmugan kuNdikai neer peidhu 
marai koNda mandiraththAl vAzhththi-karaikoNda 
kaNdaththAn senni mElErakkazhuvinAn 
aNdaththAn sEvadiyai Angu” 

 
In the previous paasuram azhvar showed that only emperuman can come to our rescue in all times of 
difficulty (“emperumAnai ozhindhavar rakshakargal allar”-pillai ulagariyan). In this paasuram, 
azhvar further establishes the same fact by showing that not only for ordinary jeevatmas like us, but 
even for the brahmarudras who are considered as elevated souls emperuman is only the saviour. 
 
(kurai koNda) mahabali became powerful and started ruling over the 3 worlds putting all the devas to 
sorrow. So the devas lead by brahma wanting back their kingdom fell to the divine feet of 
emperuman. To help the devas emperuman took vamanAvatharam. As a small brahmin boy, vAmana 
asked for three steps of land measured with his feet. Inspite of sukrAcharyar, stopping mahabali 
indicating the cheating act of Sriman Narayanan mahabali proceeded to give the bhoodhAnam. As 
soon as the dhAna jalam (water that is poured in the hands of the acceptor by the giver) fell to the 
hands of bhagavan, he took a big trivikrama roopam and started to measure the 2 worlds in his 2 
steps. At that time emperuman’s feet went to the brahma lOkam. Brahma earlier had a worry (kurai) 
that the devas were suffering due to mahabali and hence he ran to bhagavan to get his wishes 
fulfilled. Now that emperuman has won over mahabali brahma as an act of gratefulness filled with 
respect, 
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(kuNdikai neer peidhu) washed the divine feet of emperuman with the holy water in his 
kamandalam. Brahma had ‘dharmam’ (all good deeds) as the holy water in his kamandalu. 
 
(marai koNda mandiraththAl vAzhththi) Even we common folks know that there are procedures to be 
followed while doing thirumanjanam (divine bath) to emperuman. Nanmugan, brahma who was 
created by emperuman in his nAbikamalam was blessed with the four vedas and four heads to chant 
the same. Now will he miss this opportunity? So brahma washed the divine feet of emperuman along 
with the chanting of purushasooktham and other Veda manthras. Brahma did mangalasAsanams to 
the divine soft feet of emperuman that had to walk in rough forest landscapes for fulfilling the 
wishes of the devas. 
 
(karaikoNda kaNdaththAn senni mElErakkazhuvinAn) Once Siva due to anger plucked one of the 
heads of his own father, brahma. Due to this he attained the sin of brahmahaththi. So to purify his 
son, neelakandan brahma washed the divine feet of emperuman in such a way that it will fall on the 
head of Siva. During the amruthamadhanam (churning of the milk ocean) first AlakAla vishanam (a 
very severe poison) emerged out. To save all the devas, Siva swallowed all the poison. While it 
entered the throat parvathi stopped it without entering into the body and hence the throat of Siva 
turned to blue colour. From that day he is called as neelakandan. Due to his courageous act of 
swallowing the heavy poison Siva considers himself to be great and hence to remove that pride 
Brahma washed the divine feet of emperuman in such a way that it fell on the head of Siva. 
 
(aNdaththAn sEvadiyai) Brahma washed that divine feet of emperuman, who grew as trivikrama to 
measure the whole world with his single feet and who is the master of all the worlds. This act of 
brahma was like a father sprinkling the sripada theertham on the head of a very mischievous child. 
The following incident has been shown in Ishwarasamhita as follows: 
“triveebhoodhas tathA dharmO ... mumOcha tathA hara:” 
[Oh! great rishi, (during the time when bhagavan measured the worlds) due to the bhakthi towards 
hari dharmam became the water. I (brahma) for the happiness of jagannAthan took that water of good 
deeds and washed the divine feet of emperuman with deep love. The worship was done along with 
arkyam and pAdyam. Seeing the falling water Siva who wanted to purify himself (considering 
himself eligible to be purified) held the water in his hair fold (jadai) and for many many years he 
preserved it in his head without allowing it to fall down.] 
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          Vulagalandha perumal-Thirukovaloor 

12. Paasuram-10 (AngAravAramadhu) 
 

“AngAravAra madhu kEttu azhalumizhum 
poongA aravanaiyAn ponmEni-yAnkAna 
vallamE allamE? mAmalarAn vArsadaiyAn 
vallarE allarE vAzhththu.” 

 
“Oh! Azhvar you said earlier that irrespective of you or the brahmarudras all goes and surrenders 
only to the divine feet of emperuman. Then does that mean that there is no difference between you 
and the brahma rudras, the so-called devas?” Azhvar answers in this paasuram as follows, “Oh! No 
there is a lot of difference between them and me. Adiyen who has been blessed by the divine grace of 
emperuman is capable of having his divine darshan also but they who try to attain emperuman by 
their own efforts are incapable of even praising that lord”. 
 
(Angu) In the last paasuram, azhvar talked about the thiruvikiramAvathAram so here ‘Angu’ refers to 
that period when emperuman measured the three worlds with his divine feet. Or otherwise ‘Angu’ 
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can also be considered to refer to the paramapadam that is very far from this leela vibhoothi 
(“vishvatha: prushtEshu sarvatha: prushtEshu anuththamEshu vuththamEshu lOkEshu”-the divine 
abode that exists beyond all the other worlds). 
 
(AravAramadhu kEttu) When emperuman measured the worlds all the devas started praising 
emperuman loudly. “maRai koNda mandhiraththAl vAzhththi” (brahma), “desai vAzhi ezha” 
(thiruvAimozhi-7-4-1), “sankais surANam divi bhoodhasthais thathA manushyair gaganE cha 
kEsarai: I stutha: kramAn ya: prasakAra sarvathA mamAsthu mAngalya vivruthE hari: II” (vishnu 
dharmam) [That hari who measured the worlds and was praised by all the devas, manusyas and 
sarvabhoothAs in the worlds let him bless me with all good results]. 
 
Listening to the sound that was raised due to the praising of one and all. Or listening to the sAma 
gAnam constantly heard in the divine abode chanted by the nithya sooris (“vibhanyava:” 
“soozhindirundEththuvar”), “A-that sAmagAyannAsthE hAvu hAvu hAvu” 
 
(azhalumizhum) Though people where only praising emperuman still due to the great love towards 
emperuman fearing (astAnE bayasankai) that someone will hurt the divine lord Adhiseshan the 
divine serpant bed of emperuman emits fire from its mouth. The same has been expressed as, 
“vidangAlum theevA aravanAimEl thOndral desaialappAn poovAradi nimirththa pOdu” by 
bhoodhaththAzhvar (er.thiru-71) “jAgruvAmsas samindhathE” (The nithya sooris are very cautious) –
Vedam “soozhdirundhEththuvar pallAndE” “vuragal vuragal vuragal von sudarAzhiyE sangE” 
PeriyAzhvar “snEhAtasthAnAkshA vyasanibhi:” (try to save the saviour due to extreme love) 
parAsara bhattar. Otherwise, due to the extreme love towards emperuman adhisesha got mixed up 
with the loud sAma gAnam of the nithya sooris to be the sound raised by the asuras who have come 
to fight against emperuman and hence emits hot fire from his mouth in order to protect the lord who 
is the saviour of the whole universe. Though adhisesha is filled with divine knowledge and very well 
knows that the asuras cannot reach the divine abode nor can they do any harm to the ultimate 
supreme emperuman still due to the extreme love towards bhagavan all his knowledge has been 
covered and hence he fears and tries to protect his beloved. 
 
(PoongAr aravu) Adhisesha looks so beautiful in spite of his angry face as even this anger has 
resulted due to his divine love towards bhagavan. It makes azhvar feels like welcoming this anger 
and doing mangalasasanams since even azhvar is ever worried about the welfare of his beloved 
emperuman. 
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poongAr aravu-Srisadagopam in Adisesha form-Akkarakani-Thirukkadigai 
 

(ponmEni yAmkAna vallamE allamE) We who consider his divine beautiful 
thirumEni alone to be the only way and goal will we not have the darshan of the same? Sure we will. 
“moorththam brahma thathOpi thath priyataram roopam yat atbhutham” [This divine roopam is 
loved even by the lord more than his svaroopam] 
 
(mAmalarAn) The brahma, who was born in the thirunAbi kamalam of emperuman  
 
(vArsadaiyAn) rudran who has a whose hair (sadai) touches the floor 
 
(vAzhththa vallarE allarE) Though brahma was born in the lotus that arouse from the thirunAbi of 
emperuman and rudra has done so many sAdhanAnushtAnams (until his sadai touched the ground) 
still they cannot even praise the emperuman since they are filled with ahankara mamakarangal (since 
they believe in their own efforts). They believe in their own sadhanAnushtAnams but we believe in 
Him alone and hence do mangalAsAsanams to him thereby surely we will have his darshan that 
cannot be had by those brahma rudras. The same has been expressed in the following verses: 
“yenna dEvA na munayO na chAham na cha sankara: I 
jAnanthi paramEshasya thath vishnO: paramam padam II” [V.P] 
“na sa shakyas tvayA drashtum mayAnyair vApi saththama I 
sarvEshAm sAkshi bhoothOsow na grAhya: kEnachit kvachit II” [bharatham] 
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13. Paasuram-11 (VazhththugavAi) 
 

“vAzhththugavAi kAngakaN kEtkasevi makudam 
thAzhththi vaNangumingal thaNmalarAl-soozhiththa 
thuzhAimannu neeNmudiyen thollaimAl thannai 
vazhAvaNkai koopi madhiththu.” 

 
In this paasuram azhvar instructs others to divert the sense organs that are 
provided for the purpose of service towards that holy lord who is so easily 
attainable by one and all. 
 
(vAzhththugavAi) “sA jihvA yA harim stowthi” That which sings the praise of hari is regarded as 
tongue (“nA”). So praise him with that tongue, the sole purpose of the tongue’s existence being 
singing his greatness. 
 
(kAnga kaN) We have two eyes, For What? Emperuman blessed us with two 
eyes to enjoy his divya mangala roopam. So see the lord with your eyes. 
 
(kEtka sevi) Our ears have been provided to listen to his greatness and hence listen to the talk about 
his kalyana gunas, the greatness of his namas and also about his sEshtithangal (divine acts). 
 
(makudam thAzhththi vaNangumingal) Our head is bound to bow before the almighty. So use the 
head provided to show your gratitude towards the lord. 

 

 

Nammazhvar-Thiruvadi thozhal-Namperumal-Srirangam 
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(vaNangumingal thaNmalarAl) While you go to prostrate the divine lord, don’t go with open hand. 
Take some divine flowers that will create coolness to the divine thirumeni of emperuman and fall to 
his feet. 
 
(malarAl) There is no restriction on which flower you have to take for his pooja. Whichever flower is 
available you can take it for the lord provided you take the same with devotion and deep love 
towards him. “kallAr thuzhAyum kaNavalarum koovalaiyum mullAr mulariyum Ambalum 
kaNdakkAl” When ever you see any flower imagine how it would be if it is adorned by the divine 
lord and take it to his sannadhi with love. GeethAcharyan declares with his own words, “pathram 
pushpam palam thOyam yO mE bhakthyA prayachchathiI tathaham bhakthyupahrutham asnAmi 
prayadhAthmana:” [Whether it is a leaf, or a flower, or a fruit, or just water if a person gives me the 
same with bhakthi I accept the same given to me with clean heart and love with great happiness.] 
Azhvar says, “purivadhuvum pugai poovE”.  Next azhvar says about the lord so as to invoke us to 
prostrate in his divine feet. 
 
(soozhththa thuzhAi mannu) Adorning the thulasi garland is the greatest identification to the 
supreme lord (sarvAdhikan), as the lord always likes adorning the same. 
 
(thuzhAi mannu neeNmudi) “thOlinai mElum nanmArbinmElum sudarmudimElum thAliNaimElum 
punaindha thaNNanthuzhAiyudaiyammAn”. ‘NeeNmudi’ indicates to the divine crown of 
emperuman, the sarva lOka nAyakan (king of kings) “AdirAjyam adhikam bhuvanAnAm eesa! thE 
pisunayan kila mowli:” –kooraththAzhvan. 
 
(en thollai mAl thannai) the one who is being praised by me. Another identification for the 
Adipurushan sarvEshvaran is being the one who is prostrated by thirumazhisai Azhvar.  
mAl- periyOn (respectable person, elderly person, superior) Or the one who has had a special love 
towards me from the time adiyen was filled with the darkness of ignorance (mAl-anban) 
 
(vazhA vaN kai koopi) without any change fold your charitable hands. “vudArAs sarva A-vaiththE” 
says the geethAcharyan in his bhagavat geetha [those who prostrate me these people are filled with 
generosity (vudArargal)]. Whether they fall to his feet for money or happiness it doesn’t matter, 
emperuman feels happy that atleast for that they fall to his feet rather than going at the back of other 
sudhra devatas and common people. 
 
(thollaimAl thannai madhiththu vaNangumingal) Think about the lord with the mind given to 
meditate on him and then fall to his feet. PeriyavAchan pillai in his commentary says, 
“sarvEshvaranudaiya thirunAmaththai mArAmal ninaiththu” so fall to his feet with the meditation 
and utterance of divine names of bhagavan. 
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(makudam thAzhththi vanaNgumingal) leave all your ahankara mamakAras and fall to his feet. Due 
to your ego and pride your head is heavy like being crowned so prostrate the lord leaving your entire 
ego. The rishis explain the purpose of the sense organs as follows: 
“vichiththrA dEhasampaththi EswarAya nivEdhithum I 
poorvamEva kruthA brahman hasthapAdhAdhi samyudhA II” and the mudal azhvars repeat the 
same as  
“vAyavanai alladhu vAzhththAdhu kaiyulagam 
thAyavanai alladhu thAm thozhA-pEymulainanju 
vooNAga vundAn vuruvodu pErallAl 
kAnAkaN kElA sevi”. 

14. Paasuram-12 (madhiththAipOi) 
 

“madhiththAipOi nAngin madhiyAr pOi veezha 
madhiththAi madhikOL viduththAi!-madhiththAi 
madukkidandha mAmudalai kOLviduppAn Azhi 
vidarkiraNdum pOyirandin veedu” 

 
In the previous paasuram, azhvar advised others to turn all their sense organs towards emperuman 
and his kalyana gunas. It is our usual practice not to accept anything without questioning even if it 
comes from such a great person like azhvar. So the question arised, why should we do so? So now in 
this paasuram azhvar continues to say the merits and demerits in honouring emperuman. Instead of 
pointing to us azhvar here talks with emperuman himself how the persons who disrespect 
emperuman are put to difficulty and how gajendrAzhvan, who left all his efforts and shouted for 
help from bhagavan (“sa tu nAgavara: sreemAn manasAchintayath harim”- sreemAn gAjendrAzhvan 
thought of hari mentally) benefited with the grace of emperuman indirectly advising us to follow the 
footsteps of gajendrAzhvan. 
 
(nAngil pOi madhiyAr pOi veezha madhiththAi) You make those who do not 
understand your greatness, even after going through all the four Vedas, to fall. 
 
(nAngil madhiyAr) “chaturvEda dharO viprO vAsudEvam na vindhathi I 
vEdapAraparAkrAnthas sa vai brahmaNakarthapa: II” 
[That brahmin who even after learning the four Vedas do not understand vAsudEvan is equal to a 
donkey carrying a bag of saffron on its back]  
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(madhiyAr nAngil pOi veezha madhiththAi) You send those who don’t understand you to fall to 
various births, (deva, manushya, triyak, stAvar janmangal) “thAnaham dvishadha: kroorAn 
samsArEshu narAdhamAn I 
kshipAmyajasramashubhAN AsureeshyEva yOnishu II” [gita 16-19] [I put those who consider me as 
enemy, who are harmful and cheap men filled with sins into low births (Asura yOni)]  
 
(madhikOL viduththAi) You removed the suffering of madhi-chandran who fell to your feet. So it is 
clear that you remove the sufferings of those who respect you and put others who disrespect you to 
inferior births. Is there any other instance where this has happened? Azhvar continues, 
 
(madukkidandha mAmudalai kOL viduppAn Azhividarkku madhiththAi) To 
remove the strong hold of the harmful crocodile in the lake you decided to leave your chakrAyudam. 
To save gajendrAzhvan just a single sankalpam of emperuman will do. Then why did emperuman 
come running and what was the necessity of using his powerful sudarsana chakra for killing this 
small animal. Here azhvar says, mAmudalai that was a big, powerful crocodile when compared to 
gajEndrAzhvan but to kill it just one sankalpam (thought) was sufficient but then emperuman 
wanted to do shistaparipAlam (saving his devotee) along with dushtanigraham (killing the enemy). 
For dushtanigraham one thought was enough but for shistaparipAlanam it was not enough, since 
gajendran wanted to have the divine darshan of emperuman and submit the flower into the divine 
feet of emperuman. So emperuman came running to the call and sent his chakrAyudam to kill the 
crocodile. The purpose of his svaroopam, thirumEni and divyAyudams are for the enjoyment of the 
bhakthas declares the jitanthE stotra, “na thE roopam na chAkArO nAyudhAni na chAspatham” The 
same has been declared by nammazhvar also in thiruvaimozhi 3-1-9 “mazhungAdha vainudhiya...” 

 
Gajendra Varadan-Thiruvallikeni 
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(erandum pOi erandin veedu madhiththAi) Both the crocodile and elephant shed their body. The 
crocodile was earlier a gandarvan (hoo hoo) who reached the crocodile body due to a curse (of 
dEvalar, a deva rishi) so now he reached his earlier form. The elephant that was a pandiya king 
(endradumnan) earlier reached this elephant form again due to a curse (of agastiya muni) and hence 
now due to the divine grace of emperuman he was blessed with moksha. In other words, the 
crocodile was realized from the curse (shApamoksha) and the elephant was realized from the whole 
samsAra (samsAra moksha)  
 

15. Paasuram-13 (veedAkkum) 
 

“veedAkkum peRRi aRiyAdhu meivaruththik 
koodAkki ninruNdu konduzhalveer!-veedAkkum 
meiporulthAn vEda mudalporuL thAn viNNavarkku 
naRporuL thAn nArAyaNan.” 

 
Azhvar in the previous paasuram declared that it is very easy to attain perumal by obeying perumal 
and falling to his feet but those who have always been used to doing hard jobs to attain the same 
result were unable to accept the same for which azhvar answers in this paasuram as follows: 
 
(veedAkkum peRRi aRiyAdhu) Azhvar wonders seeing the ignorance of the 
people who believe that the achEtana temporary methods will grant them moksha and they refuse to 
accept the actual upaya, the paramachetanan 
emperuman to be capable of granting them moksha. 
 
(meivaruththik koodAkki) In the process of trying to attain moksha by doing many hard jobs like 
yagnas and vrathas these people strain themselves and cause illness to their body. Their body looses 
all its flesh and is like a skeleton. 
(nindru) Still they spend many days in the same manner  
 
(vundu) After this they spend few happy days enjoying the fruit of all the strong tapas they have 
done. 
 
(konduzhalveer) You think that in the same manner you can attain moksha also. Otherwise when 
read as ‘kondru vuzhalveer’ it means that they are living straining themselves. 
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(aRiyAdhu meivaruththi...vuzhalveer) If the same physical strength is used for kainkaryam then the 
same work will pave the path for moksha and also will give us utmost happiness (“susukam kartum” 
that which is pleasant to do - geetha 9-2). Instead putting the body to all these difficulties considering 
it to grant us moksha is foolishness. Oh! Azhvar if we are ignorant about the mokshOpAyam why 
don’t you, a well learned person let us know the same? Azhvar answers,  
 
(veedAkkum meiporuLthAn nArAyaNan) The very name of the lord indicates that he is the one 
capable of granting moksha. Have you not heard the pramana verse: “nArasabdhEna jeevAnAm 
samooha: prochyathE pudhai: I gadhirAlambhanam thasya thEna nArAyaNa: smrutha: II” [The 
jeevas are referred to by the word ‘nAra:’ Being the prApyam and upAyam to those jeevas HE is 
called as nArAyaNan] 
 
(veedAkkum meiporuL thAn) whatever karma you do, the result is obtained only by his sankalpam. 
So those karmas can never become the direct way to attain moksha emperuman alone is the direct 
upayam. So understand that all those karmas are not ways to attain moksha instead consider them to 
be kainkaryam to please the lord who alone can grant moksha. 
 
Is there a proof that he alone is the mokshOpaya? Azhvar answers- 
 
(vEda mudalporuL thAn)”nArAyanam....parAyaNam” [He is the supreme way (ultimate upaya)] 
“udAmruthathvasyEsAna:” [paramapurusham is the king of moksha] “amrudhayaisha sEdhu:” [He is 
bridge to take us to the moksha] Thus declares the vedas that nArAyaNan is the ultimate supreme. 
If he is the way that leads us to moksha then what is the result obtained? Is it different? The answer 
follows- 
 
(viNNavarkkum naRporuL thAn) He is the prApyam for even in the nithya sooris in paramapadam. 
 
(vEdamudal poruL thAn viNNavarkkum naRporuL thAn) “thatvishnO: paramam padam 
sadApasyanthi sooraya:” “yO dEvEpya Adhapathi I yO dEvAnAm purOhitha:” [the one who exists 
for the sake of the nithyasooris (viNNavar) and one who remains as the fortune (naRporuL) of the 
nithyasooris.] “saraNam gather nArAyaNa: [prapagam and prApyam both are nArAyaNan] Who is 
that supreme who remains as both the way to attain and that which has to be attained? 
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Vinnavarkku narporul-Devadhirajan-Thirukkachchi 

 
(nArAyaNan) That supreme is the lord specially called as nArAyaNan. Usually the azhvars have a 
practice to give the meaning of the nArAyana nAma in front and back of the thirunAmam. Here 
azhvar does the same in the last half of this paasuram and the first half of the next paasuram. Let us 
enjoy some similar paasurams from other azhvars srisookthis: 
“enperukkannalath thoNporul eerilavaNpugazh nAraNan” 
“nAraNan muzhuvEzhulagukkum nAdhan” 
“kArAyina kAlanan mEniyinan nArAyaNan” 
“nArAyaNanE namakkE parai tharuvAn” 
“naNNithozhumavar sindhai piriyAdha nArAyanA” 
“nAnunnai andriyilEn kandAi nAraNanE nee ennai yandri elai” 

16. Paasuram-14 (nArAyanan) 
 

“nArAyaNan ennai ALi naragaththu 
sErAmal kAkkum thirumAl than- pErAna 
pEsapperAdha piNachsamaiyar pEsakkEttu 
Asai pattu AzhvAr palar.” 

 
“Oh! Azhveer you declare Narayanan to be the prapyam (goal) and prApagam (means) but why are 
not many people accepting the same?” enquired a few. Azhvar replies, “That is due to the confusion 
created by a few people who do not even have the blessings to utter the divine names of emperuman” 
in the above paasuram.  
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(nArayaNan ennai ALi) Why worry about others emperuman has captured me.  Emperuman is the 
Supreme Being who rules over all the worlds but still has showered a special love on me. Due to that 
I have been given a special position. Why should I worry about others? Keeping these words in mind 
emperumAnAr in his gadyatrayam says, “akila jagath svAmin asmadsvAmin”. 
 
How is emperuman saving you? 
 
(naragaththu sErAmal kAkkum) Emperuman saved me from getting attacked by the deadly hell of 
samsAram. It is for sure that a great yogi like thirumazhisai azhvar will never go to the different hells 
attained after death by a jeevan who had done different types of sins. Here azhvar refers to only 
samsAra as hell.  Infact this hell of samsAra is crueler than the different hells because atleast for 
those hells the nature is well known. So that people be cautious and refrain from doing the various 
sins that will lead them to the various hells. But the nature of this samsAra is a sweet poison. It seems 
to be very attractive and hence no one really wants to get away from it. So this is punishment in 
disguise.  Both the previous paasuram and this paasuram declare that nArayaNan is the means. But 
there is a slight difference in both the paasurams. Upayam is one that does two things; one is 
IshtaprApthi (give what is required) and the other anishtanivriththi (remove the obstacles). In the 
previous paasuram, “veedAkkum meiporul thAn nArAyaNan” gives IshtaprApthi whereas here 
“nArAyaNan ennai ALi naragaththu sErAmal kAkkum” does anishtanivriththi.  But all these days 
emperuman has kept you only in this samsAram today why should he prevent you from reaching the 
hell? (thirumAl) He has started ruling over me due to the divine purushakaram (support) of the 
divine mother (piratti). Emperuman is called as thirumAl as he is deeply involved in love with piratti. 
He is crazy about her and hence he will never leave her feel sad or worried. If he leaves her child 
without care how will she react? 
 
(nArAyaNan thirumAl than pErAna) He is the supreme still he has lost Himself to the love of piratti 
declares the divine names ‘nArAyaNan’ and ‘thirumAl’. 
 
(pErAna) The divine names that are celebrated as “dEvO nAma sahasravAn” “pErAyiram konda 
peedudaiyan nArAyaNan” “pErum Oor Ayiram pirapala vudaiya emperuman” 
 
(pEsapperAdha piNachsamaiyar) Those who have been cursed not even to utter the divine names of 
bhagavan. Due to which their living is fruitless and hence they live like deadbodies 
(piNachsamaiyar) or otherwise those people follow philosophies/religion that do not have life and 
hence they may be called as ‘piNachsamaiyar’ 
 
(pEsakkEttu) Many ignorant people go at the back of these attractive religions listening to the 
misleading words of those ‘piNachsamaiyar’ not knowing that they are sugarcoated pills. 
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(Asaipattu AzhvAr palar) People listen to the misleading words and get attracted and believe them to 
be the fact and start practicing it with great faith. Due to this these people get immersed in the ocean 
of samsAra. Azhvars immerse themselves in the kalyana gunas of emperuman  
 
(“kAlAzhum nenjazhiyum”) whereas these people immerse themselves into the ocean of samsAra.  
What is the way to come out of this? 
 
Emperuman is the only way. When so many are drowning I am standing upright without any fear 
why? Because, “nArAyaNan ennai ALi”, Emperuman is always there to take care of me. 

17. Paasuram-15 (paladEvarEththap) 
 

“paladEvarEththap padikadandhAn pAdham 
malarERa vittiraNji vAzhththa-valarAgil 
mArkaNdan kaNda vagaiyE varunkaNdeer 
neerkAndan kaNda nilai” 

 
Many people get betrayed due to falling into the feet of incapable devas declared azhvar in the 
previous paasuram. Now azhvar talks about the state of those incapable devas, who many people 
consider to be their sole saviour, and what they are actually doing under the divine feet of 
emperuman and hence shows the way for everyone to fall to emperuman’s feet and get uplifted. 
 
(paladEvarEththap padikadandhAn) Amidst the praise of the devas including the head of the devas, 
nAnmuka brahma the supreme lord measured the three worlds. With the lord’s feet on top of their 
heads what other go does the devas have other than to accept his supremacy even if they had taunted 
on their own supremacy at other times. Thirumazhisai azhvar himself in another paasuram says, 
“kuraikonda nAnmukan kuNdikai neer peidhu maRaikonda mandhiraththAl vAzhththi” When 
brahma himself does this what is left for the other devas, other than to follow the leader? 
 
(pAdham malarERa vittiraNji vAzhththa-valarAgil) If you pray to that supreme lord and do pooja to 
his divine feet with beautiful flowers (“kallAr tuzhAyum kaNavalarum koovalaiyum mullAr 
mulariyum Ambalum”) said azhvar.  
We replied: Oh! We have already done that pooja. 
Azhvar: Yes you have done it but not to the divine feet of emperuman but instead to those devathas 
who once themselves prostrated to the lord’s divine feet. They are his servants. Why waste time 
praying to them? The same could be done to the divine feet of emperuman as per the sastras. 
Whatever pooja you do to those devas they instead are doing the same to the divine feet of 
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emperuman then why don’t you directly do the same to the supreme lord. We don’t need anyone to 
mediate between the lord and us as we have a direct connection with him. 
 
(valarAgil) Azhvar shows a sign of doubt here as the number of people who 
directly fall to the feet of Sriman Narayanan is very less when compared to those going astray 
(Asaipattu Alwar palar) 
Ok! If we follow your advice then what will happen? 
 
(neerkaNdan kaNda nilai mArkaNdan kaNda vagaiyE varum kaNdeer) Here the words of the 
paasuram have been rearranged for easy understanding of the meaning. This is called as ‘anvayam’ 
The state of neerkaNdan-Sivan/Rudran (Rudran swallowed the alakAla poison that appeared from 
the parkadal during the churning of ocean for the benefit of all. While the poison was in his throat 
parvathi caught hold of rudran’s throat and hence the poison was stopped from going into the 
stomach. Thereby the throat of rudran remained blue in colour and hence he is called as 
neelakaNdan/neerkaNdan). MarkandEyan, the son of mrugandu maharishi came to know about his 
death in a few days and hence went to rudra and asked for extended lifetime and then moksha. Rudra 
hesitated and then slowly told markandEya that he cannot grant moksha as lord janardhana is the 
sole head who can grant moksha and that he was also one among the many who do 
sAdhanAnushtAnams. Thereby markandEya did tapas towards the supreme lord and became a great 
vishnu bhaktha and finally his wish was fulfilled by the nirheduka krupai of emperuman. So 
markandEyan fully understood the state of rudra. So if we pray to that emperuman with doing pooja 
to his divine feet we will be able to realize the actual state of other devas like markandEya and if we 
continue to fall into his divine feet then we are sure to be blessed with the state obtained by 
markandEya. 
Note: MarkandEya vriththAntham has been clearly stated in 12th skandam of Sri bhagavatham and 
mahabharatham Aranya parva. Number of azhvar paasurams can also be quoted to indicate to the 
same episode  

18. Paasuram-16 (nilaimannum) 
 

“nilaimannum ennenjam annAndRu dEvar 
talaimannar thAmE mARRAga-palamannar 
pOrmALa venkadhirOn mAyappozhil maRayath 
thErAzhiyAl maraiththArAl” 

 
In the previous paasuram, azhvar talked about the incapability of those who were unable to save 
even those who fell to their feet. In this paasuram, azhvar talks about the greatness of emperuman 
who goes to the extent of even sacrificing himself for the sake of his bhakthas. 
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(nilaimannum ennenjam) “sanchalam he mana: krishnA pramAdhi palavat 
drudam I tasyAham nigraham manyE vAyOriva sudushkaram II “ [geetha 6-34] Oh! Krishna this 
mind doesn’t stay in a place it wanders from one place to another when it comes to satvishayams but 
goes and stands steady in unwanted places. It is highly difficult to control this mind. It is like 
controlling vayu (air). Azhvars call this mind as “nindravA nillA nenju”. But to our amazement this 
mind has now come to a stop. It has got fixed steadily at one point. Where? 
 
(tErAzhiyAl maRaiththArAl .... nilaimannum ennenju) “na thE roopam na chAkArO nAyudhAni na 
chAspadham I tadhApi purushAkArO bhakthAnAm tvam prakAshasE II” 
[(Your) divya svaroopam, divya mangala vigraham, divya Ayudams, Srivaikundam, all these are not 
for you but they exist for the sake of the bhakthas. Though you are bhakthaparAdheenan still you 
remain the paramapurushan] thus states the jitantE stOtram.  
“parijanapariparhA bhooshaNan AyudhAni pravaraguNakaNascha jnAnasakthyAdhayasthE I 
paramapadamadhANdAnyAthma dEhas tathAtmA varada! sakalamEdath samsridhArththam 
sakarththa II” 
[Oh! VaradA All your parijanas (vishvaksenar, adhiseshan and others), all your parisadas (chatra 
sAmaram and others) all the abharanAs and ayudhas, jnanam, sakthi and other crowd of divine 
qualities, Srivaikundam and all the andAs (worlds), your divya mangala vigraha and divyAtma 
svaroopa all these have been bestowed by you on your bhakthas] thus goes the sloka in 
VaradarAjastavam of Sri KooraththAzhvan. 

 
Sri varadarajan, kancheepuram 
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Listening to all these my mind which kept wandering from one place to another, now stands still like 
placing a weight on top of flying cotton. This is the state that should be attained by me after reaching 
the divine abode of emperuman. But it is my fortune that I have achieved the same in this very world. 
How? 
 
(annAndru) Oh! There was one time (during the bharatha yuddha) when emperuman landed to this 
leela vibhuthi easily accessible by one and all  
 
(pennum pEdhaiyum kAnalAm padi) and worked for the welfare of his bhakthas. 
 
Azhvar celebrates that time. 
 
(dEvar thalai mannar thAmE) this was done not by a ordinary person but the king of kings 
(dEvAdhidEvan) “thameeshvarANAm paramam mahEswaram tham dEvAnAm parancha deivatham 
(sve-6-7), “rAjAdhirAjas sarvEshAm vishnur prahmamayO mahAn I Eshvaram tham vijAneemas sa 
pithA sa prajApathi: II”(mahabharatham) This job was done by that “ayarvaru amarargal adhipathi” 
Oh! What a divine grace celebrates azhvar. 
 
(thAmE mARRAga) Emperuman considered the gauravas as his own enemy though they had enemity 
only towards the pandavas. Krishna himself declares, “dvishathannam na bhOkthavyam 
dvishantham naiva bhOjayEth I pAndavAn dvishasE rAjan mama prANA hi pAndavA: II” (bha-vut-
24-27) [It is not good to eat the food of your enemy. Nor should you feed your enemy. Oh! King you 
consider pandavas to be your enemy. Pandavas are like my pranan (my life)] If one hates the body 
then naturally he becomes an enemy to the atma too. Emperuman is the sareeri and pandavas (all 
jeevatmas) are his sareeram. “jnAnee tvAthmaiva mE matham” says geethacharyan. 
 
(palamannar pOr mAla) Many kings who were filled with ego and pride were 
killed in the war.  
 
(venkadhirOn mAya) Even the sun whose brightness cannot be stopped from spreading in all 
directions with any object was covered. “bheeshOdhethi soorya:” due to his obedience to the ever 
supreme lord the sun never fails to rise/fall daily at the scheduled time. But now even that sun had to 
fall in an unscheduled time. 
 
(pozhil maraiya) Not in one place the sun lost its brightness throughout the 
world. When there is sunrise in one part of the world the sunsets in the other but now due to 
bhagavat sankalpam there was a sunset in all parts of the world. 
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(tErAzhiyAl maraiththArAl) The lord covered the sun with the chakrAdhudhA (rathAngam) that had 
brightness equal to crores of suns. When there is sudden flash of bright light our eyes close 
automatically not being able to withstand the brightness. We are unable to see a single sun with our 
eyes directly what will happen if a crore of suns appear suddenly? Our eyes will be blindfolded and 
that is what happened explain our acharyas. Some also say that the chakra obtained a curse from 
durvAsa during the ambhareesha episode and due to which it obtained the black colour and with the 
same covered the sun. Arjuna took a vow to kill jayadradhan, who killed his son abhimanu using 
false yuddha procedures (cheating) before sunset or else kill himself falling into the fire. The 
gauravas kept jayadradhan inside and put strict security around him. In order to save his bhaktha and 
fulfill his promise krishna who had earlier vowed not to take any ayudha (weapon) during the war 
broke the same and sent his chakrAyudham to cover the sun. Emperuman didn’t mind leaving his 
promise for the sake of his bhaktha. What to say about his grace! 
 
(dEvar thalai mannar thAmE tErAzhiyAl maRaiththArAl – nilai mannum ennenjam) The lord of the 
nithya soori who is celebrated as “sathyakAma sathyasankalpa:” [one who is filled with true qualities 
and who has a true sankalpa (thought)] by the vedas themselves now didn’t mind to make his 
promise false for the sake of making his bhaktha’s words true. Even after coming to know of this how 
can my mind wander from one place to another?  
 
Now I am least bothered about what good qualities I have but my mind always stands still at the 
divine feet of that supreme lord who is filled with vatsalyam towards his bhakthas. 
 

19. Paasuram-17 (aala nezhar) 
 

“aala nezhar keezhar araneriyai nAlvarkku 
mElaiyugath thuraiththAn meithavaththOn-jnAla 
malandhAnai Azhi kidandhAnai AlmEl 
valarindhAnai thAn vaNangu mARu” 

 
“Aren’t there instances where even rudra has saved his devotees?” questioned a few for which azhvar 
answers stating that the very same intelligent rudra has also advised the greatness of emperuman and 
how he himself surrenders to those divine feet. 
 
(aala nezhar keezhar araneriyai nAlvarkku mElaiyugath thuraiththAn) During a time rudra 
instructed four maharishis viz., agathiyar, dhakshar, pulasthiyar and kasyapar about the 
upAsanadharmamArgam (the way to upliftment) and helped them. 
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Aram nAlvarkku vuraiththAn-Sri Karapangadu swamy kalashepam to his 4 prime disciples 

 
(meithavaththOn) The one who did real penance. Rudra did that penance which is the ultimate and 
has nothing greater than that. What did rudra instruct in order to save the rishis? 
 
(Azhi kidandhAnai) One who lies on top of the milky ocean in order to take a number of 
incarnations. [The ordering of words is slightly changed in order to understand the proper meaning 
of the paasuram.] 
 
(jnAla malandhAnai) After that he took Trivikrama avathara and measured the three worlds. During 
which time he placed his divine feet on top of all irrespective of their birth, caste, creed, gender etc 
(vasista chandAla vibhAgamara)  
 
(AlmEl valarindhAnai) One, who placed all the worlds in his stomach during the time of pralaya, 
saved them and laid on a small banyan leaf to everyone’s amazement. 
 
(thAn vanangu mAru) thus instructed rudra about he himself getting involved with the divine 
qualities of that emperuman and falling to his feet.  
With the above 3 paasurams azhvar explained the meaning of the verse, “eshvarAth 
jnAnamanvichchEth mOkshamichchEth jnArdhanAth” [One has to wish to get knowledge and 
moksha from Siva and jnArdhana (Sriman Narayana) respectively] 
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Paasuram-18 (mAyAya) 
 

“mArAya dhAnavanai vallugirAl mArviraNdu 
koorAya keeriya kOlariyai-vErAga 
Eththi yiruppArai veelumE maRRavarai 
sAththi eruppAr thavam” 

 
Earlier azhvar talked about the greatness of falling and surrendering to the divine feet of emperuman. 
Immediately some questioned then is that the only prime upaya? Azhvar replies,”Oh! If not his 
divine feet we always have the divine feet of his devotees that will lead us to the right path” 
 
(mArAya dhAnavanai) HiranyAsuran, considered Lord Sriman Narayanan as his enemy and 
considered himself to be the supreme lord. 
(mArAya dhAnavanai) He never changed his opinion till the very end. Emperuman always gives 
everyone an opportunity to change. He hopes that the opponent changes his attitude atleast at the last 
moment. Unfortunately ravana or hiranya never had even a slight change in their attitude and hence 
emperuman had no other go other than killing them. The lord does SamhAram of an asura only if he 
finds that they show enemity towards him with their three karanas, mano (mental), vak (speech) and 
kAyam (physical). For rescuing a bhaktha emperuman never thinks twice he runs to the call even 
without notice to his kainkaryaparas (those at his service) but for nigraham (punishing someone) he 
thinks and waits till the last moment when he is left with no other alternative. Moreover emperuman 
forgives even 1000 apacharams done towards himself but can never forgive even a single apacharam 
to his bhaktha. Hiranyakasipu, punished bhaktha prahlada in many ways not even considering him 
to be a small child that to his own kid. Can emperuman who declares, “jnAni tvAtmaiva mE matham” 
and “mama prAnAhi pAndavA:” that his bhakthas who are filled with absolute knowledge to be his 
life keep quiet in spite of all that was done to his dear bhaktha prahlada? 
 
(vallugirAl keeriya) If we have an itching sensation in some part of our body we do not think twice 
what had to be done instead our hands involuntarily scratch that area. Similarly on seeing hiranya’s 
unruly act narasimha emperuman’s nails involuntarily tore open the heart of hiranya. 
 
(mArviraNdu koorAya keeriya kOlariyai) Why should emperuman take so much strain to finish off 
hiranyakasipu? Can’t he just blow him off with his mouth? Emperuman wanted to test if he will ever 
change his attitude. So he placed his hands on top of hiranya’s heart and checked if atleast in some 
corner he had a little soft corner for emperuman. Unfortunately the heart was totally rough and not 
even iota of bhakthi could be found and hence emperuman tore open his heart and further searched 
inside for some sort of “eeram” (bhakthi/anukoolam). By tearing hiranya’s heart with his nail 
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emperuman also upheld the vow of brahma that hiranya cannot be killed with any weapon (living or 
non living) 
 
(kOlari) Narasimha with extraordinary strength. 

 
                                                Thiruvellukkai -Alari 

 
(vErAga eththi eruppArai ) those who praise the divine lord in an amazing manner (vilakshanamAna 
thudhi) What is praising in an amazing manner? 
“PallAndu pallAndu” doing mangalasasanams like periAzhvar. “andhiyam pOdhil ariyuruvAgi 
ariyai azhiththavanai pandhanai theera pallAndu” Even that hiranyakasipu who made all the devas 
and the 3 worlds to fear on hearing his name wasn’t able to stand in front of emperuman. Emperuman 
killed him without any difficulty and stood with great vigor as narasimha. But periazhvar fears that 
something bad may happen to that supreme lord and hence he sings pallandu praying for his welfare. 
All of us go to emperuman to ask for wealth, happiness and knowledge everything for our benefit 
but is it not amazing for periazhvar to sing mangalasasanam to the lord purely for the lord’s benefit?  
(“mangalAsAsanaththil maRRulla azhvargal thAngal ArvaththalavuthAnandri pongum parivAlE 
villiputtur pattabiran peRRar periAzhvar ennum peyar”) 
 
(maRRuavarai sAththieruppAr) those who fall to the feet of the above said 
srivaishnavas and consider them to be their way and goal (prApya prApagangal) 
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(maRRu) “dEvumattrariyEn” Both Madurakavi Azhvar and Andal were a little different among the 
azhvars. While the other 10 azhvars sang the praise of the lord Andal sang about the lord only 
because he was dear to her father/acharya Sri Periazhvar. Madurakavigal never sang about the lord 
instead he considered only his acharya nammazhvar to be his supreme deity. He started his 
prabhandam as “kanninun siru thAmbhinAl kattunnan panniya perimAyan” only to satisfy his 
acharya who deeply enjoyed the udhara bhandana episode in the krishnAvatara. 
 
(EththieruppArai vellumE maRRavarai sAththieruppAr thavam) In our 
sampradayam bhAgavata seshatvam (surrendering to bhagavat bhakthas/bhagavatas/Srivaishnavas) 
is regarded with higher esteem even more than bhagavat seshatvam (surrendering to emperuman). If 
we hold a person’s hand and ask for help he may even refuse bluntly but if one falls to the feet of the 
same person then it is not that easy to refuse help. Similarly bhagavata seshatvam is like falling to 
one’s feet, bhagavat seshatvam is like holding one’s hand and requesting help. Emperuman is a 
svathantran (independent authority) he may help immediately or refuse it is under his discretion but 
bhagavata seshatvam will without any doubt come to our immediate rescue.  
 
(thavam) indicates being loved by emperuman or rather getting very close to him. 

20. Paasuram-19 (tavam) 
 

“tavam seidhu nAnmuganAl peRRa varaththai 
avam seidha vAzhiyAn andrE- vuvandemmai 
kAppAi nee kAppadhanai AvAi nee vaigundam 
eepAyum evvurkkum nee” 

 
Starting from this paasuram till the 26th paasuram it happens to be a dialogue between 
thirumazhisaiazhvar and emperuman and at the same time azhvar enjoys the divine roopa (beauty) 
and guna (qualities) of bhagavan elaborately. Emperuman wanting to test the stability of azhvar 
questioned,”Why don’t you consider brahma rudras as my devotees and fall to their feet?” Azhvar 
answers through this paasuram. Brahma and others are of course your devotees when satvika guna 
fills them but when rajas or tamas gunas overrule them then they consider themselves to be the 
supreme and start to act accordingly forgetting about you. They grant all sorts of boons to hiranya 
and others and put themselves to difficulty. When they are themselves surrounded by such ignorance 
and when they themselves are put to difficulty then it is you who come to their rescue. So how can I 
leave you the sarva rakshakan and fall to other’s feet who themselves fall to your feet for rescue. 
 
(tavam seidhu nAnmuganAl peRRa varaththai avam seidha AzhiyAn andrE) 
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Brahma, the creator of the whole world who was born from your nAbeekamalam didn’t realize the 
actual effect of the boons he granted. Without analyzing the after effects just thinking that he is 
capable of granting boons and he has power to do the same gave the boons hiranyasuran requested 
and finally suffered not knowing what to do. How can I consider him to be my saviour? On the other 
hand, you took narasimhAvataram and not only killed hiranya and saved prahlada, your close 
devotee and the devas but also upheld the boons given by brahma by tearing hiranya’s heart with 
your nails during the evening time. So now you tell me to whose feet I should fall, to your divine feet 
or to that of brahma? 
 
(tavam seidhu…..) Here it can be considered that azhvar is reminded of the 
episode of ravana. Ravana did penance and got boons from the devas (rudra). Again emperuman had 
to take rama avatara to kill ravana and hence restore the position of the devas. Now whom should I 
consider as my supreme you or the devas/brahma and others? 
 
(AzhiyAn andrE) They are incapable of protecting themselves each time you have to run to their 
rescue. It is you who is ever ready with the divine thiruvAzhi (chakrAyudha) in your hands to protect 
your devotees, is my sole protector. 
 
(vuvandemmAi kAppAi nee) Whenever you save us you feel as if you have done your job instead of 
feeling proud that you have helped us out. 
“abhishichya cha lankAyAm rAkshasEndram vibheeshanam I 
kruthakrithyas tathA rAmO vijvara: pramumOdha ha II” 
[After crowing vibheeshana with the kingdom of lanka, Sri rAma felt as if he has finished his job in a 
satisfying way all his worries vanishing and happiness filling his mind.] This was the mental state of 
emperuman says valmiki. 
(vuvandemmai kAppAi nee…. Tavam seidhu nAnmuganAl peRRa) Even after doing penance for 
number of years brahma rudras grant only perishable boons. But in your case, just on falling to your 
feet once, you grant everything, including you. Is there any doubt to whose feet adiyen should fall? 
 
(kAppadhanai AvAi nee) You are the rakshanam (protection) and always rescue is due to your 
sankalpam only. Even if brahma rudras come to rescue your devotees it is merely due to the wish of 
you who stays as antaryami inside those devas. Emperuman himself declares this in his bhagavat 
geetha, 
“yo yo yAm yAm tanum bhaktha: sradhdhayArchitumichchathi I….. 
labhathE cha tatha: kAmAn mayaiva vihithAn hi than II” 
You alone can be the saviour this is declared even by parasara bhagavan in his Sri Vishnu puram as, 
“na hi pAlana sAmarthyam ruthE sarvEshvaram harim I stithow stitham mahAbhAga bhavath 
anyasya kasyachit II” 
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(vaikundham eepAyum evvurkkum nee) Anything can be obtained but who other than you can grant 
the never returnable vaikundam from where we need not come back to this world of miseries and 
where we can only enjoy enjoy and enjoy the divinity. “vudhAmrudhatvasyEsAna:” 
[paramapurushan, the lord of moksha] “tamEvam vidhvAn amrutha eha bhavathi nAnya: pandhA 
ayanAya vidhyathE” [one who realizes him attains moksha no other way to attain moksha] 
“amruthasyaisha sEdhu:” [He is the bridge to attain moksha] “mokshamichchEt janArdhanAth” 
[wish for moksha from janardhanan] declares the sastras. Thereby through this paasuram azhvar 
clearly showed the helpless state of the brahma rudras unable to even save themselves at crucial 
points and how emperuman has to come running to save them and thereby proved that emperuman is 
the only saviour of all and hence he alone is our prime to whose feet we all have to surrender. 

 
                   maranamAnAl vaikundam kodukkum piran-Sri Sourirajan-Thirukkannapuram 

21. Paasuram-20 (neeyE) 
 

“neeyE ulagellAm ninnarulE nirpanavum 
neeyE tavadEvadEvanum-neeyE 
erisudarum mAlvaraiyum eNdisaiyum andaththu 
erusudaru mAya evai” 

 
Listening to azhvar’s sweet words, “kAppAi nee kAppadhanai AvAi nee vaikundam eepAyum 
evvuyirkkum nee” the lord was highly pleased and hence wanted to hear more from the mouth of 
azhvar. There is a verse in Sanskrit, “kim mrishtam sruthavachanam” that highlights the sweetness 
and happiness in hearing the childish words of one’s kid. The same is repeated in tamil as, 
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“kuzhalinidhu yAzhinidhu enbar than makkal mazhalai sol kEtkAdhavar”. Here emperuman is very 
much interested in hearing to the words of azhvar, his kid and hence requests azhvar to sing one 
more paasuram. Azhwar with great pleasure starts to sing this paasuram highlighting the sarvAthma 
bhAva of the supreme lord. 
 
(neeyE ulagellAm) “vishvam nArAyanam harim” declares the nArAyanuvAham. Accordingly azhvar 
says the whole world is none other than emperuman, Sriman nArAyanan (ulagellAm neeye). “sarvam 
samApnOshi thathOsmi sarva:” [being spread everywhere you are everything] declares the bhagavat 
geetha. “thatsthatvAthanupasyanthi heyEka yevEdhi sAdhava:” [since you are filled inside the jeeva 
sadhus consider both as one] declares the mahabharatha and “avasthithErithi kAsakrisna:” says the 
brahma sutra. Since there is no stage when any object in this world is ever away from emperuman 
(pruthakstithi) hence it is nothing wrong to call him as the world. We say a “lean man” “black pot” 
etc here lean or black is only a characteristic of the man or pot still it cannot be separated from the 
man or the pot. Similarly the world and emperuman are inseparable so it is nothing wrong saying 
‘neeyE ulagellAm’ 
 
(ninnarulE nirpanavum) Only due to your grace one attains the moksha that is permanent. The 
happiness attained in the moksha loka is countless and hence azhvar says ‘nirpanavum’ (in plural) 
 
(neeyE tavadEvadEvanum) You are the lord of even those who have attained the post of devas due to 
the great tapas they did. 
PramAnams 
“tam dEvathAnAm paramAnja deivatham” (sve.) 
“yuga kOti sahasrANi vishnumArAthya padmabhoo: I 
punas trilOkya tAdrithvam prApthavAnidhi sushruma II” 
[Brahma attained this position of creating the worlds after doing penance for thousand crores of 
yugas] (bhar-sabha 14-8) 
“brahmAdhayas surAs sarvE vishnumArAthya thE purA I 
svam svam padhanuprApthA: kEshavasya prasAdhatha: II” 
[Brahma and all the devas did penance towards Vishnu and attained their positions due to the divine 
grace of keshavan] (nArasimhapuranam) “mahAdevas sarvamEthE mahAthmA 
huthvAthmAnam devadEvO bhabhoova” [bhAratham] 
[By sacrificing himself in the sarvamEdha yagna mahAdevan became devadevan]  
(neeyE erisudarum mAl varaiyum….) Should it be said separately you are Fire, the big mountains, all 
the 8 directions the sun the moon and everything in this world. All these are under your control. The 
Vishnu purana declares the same as, “jyOtheemshi vishnur bhuvanAni vishNur 
vanAni vishnur kirayO disascha” 
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22. Paasuram-21 (evaiyA) 
 

“evaiyA pilavAi tirandherikAndra 
evaiyA erivatta kangal- evaiyA 
veripongik kAttum emaiyOr perumAn 
aripongik kAttum azhaghu” 

 
Listening to the sweet words of azhvar, emperuman was filled with great ecstasy and his divine lips, 
divine eyes and the whole divine body blossomed with happiness. Azhvar enjoyed the beautiful 
reaction of emperuman but at the same instant azhvar was reminded of elders adorning emperuman 
as “avikArAya” (one who undergoes no change) but now emperuman’s thirumeni has undergone 
change for the sake of azhvar. What an amazing thing! But haven’t he done the same earlier? Yes, 
remembered azhvar the great narasimhAvatara where emperuman showed his extreme anger and 
pain for the state of his beloved bhaktha prahlada. Reminded of Narasimha, azhvar sings the 
following paasuram. 
 
(evaiyA pilavAi) “avAkya anAdhara:” the one who shows indifference towards all and has no wants 
or dislikes. “vruksha eva stapthO dhivi dhistati” [like a tree he stays in paramapadam unknowing to 
prostrate]. The above are respectively verses from chandokya and mundaka Upanishads that praise 
emperuman’s unique greatness. While the sastras talk about the emperuman as above, what is the 
actual state of the same tattva when it comes to his devotees! Admires thirumazhisai azhvar. 
*evaiyA pilavAi* “mAyanAr seyya vAi IyyO! Ennai sindhai kavarindhadhuvE” (ama-7) “valiyadOr 
kanikol vinaiyAttiyEn valvinaikol, kOlam thiral pavala tundankolO ariyEn, neelanedumugil pOl 
thirumEniammAn thondaivAi” (thiruvai-7-7-3) this is how the azhvars enjoy the divine mouth of 
emperuman but what an amazing thing! The very same mouth now opens like an entrance of a big 
cave emitting hot fire. The above line can be either read as “tirandhu erikAndra pilavAi evai” or 
“pilavAi evai tirandhu eri kAndra”. Again “evaiyA” is either split as “evai+Aa” where “Aa” is an 
expression of surprise or “evaiyA?” 
Azhvar wonders, “Oh! Is this the same divine mouth that I am deeply enjoying today that opened 
like a big cave and emitted fire during the narasimhavatAra?” 
 
(evaiyA erivatta kangal) “sudarmAmadhilpOl vuyirkkellAm thAyAyirukkindra taNthAmarai 
kannA!” (periya thirumozhi 7-1-9) “soozhavum thAmarai nAnmalar pOl vandhu thOndrum kandeer” 
(thiruvai 7-7-1) “kariyavAgi pudaiparandhu milirindhu sevvariyOdi neenda apperiyavAya kangal 
ennai pEdhaimai seidhanavE” (ama-8) Such is the appearance of the divine eyes to bhagavatas. But 
are the same eyes capable of burning the bhagavata virodhis just at sight? It can be considered that 
azhvar is comparing the divine beauty of the emperuman’s thirumeni in front of him in contrast to 
that of the beauty of narasimhan or that azhvar has totally lost himself to the beauty of narasimha and 
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hence sings solely about the emperuman during narasimhAvatara who has now appeared in the 
mental eyes of azhvar (vutkan/manakkan) 
 

 
                              Narasimhan-Thirukkottiyur 

 
(evaiyA eripongi kAttum emaiyOr perumAn aripongi kAttum azhaghu) The lord, with a divine body, 
the head of the nithya sooris, appeared as Narasimha for the sake of his devotee and expressed his 
beauty in a different manner. 
 
(eripongi kAttum) “na tatha sooryO pAdhi na chandradhArakam nE mO vidyuthO bhAnthi kudhO 
yamagni” [mund. 2-2-1] 
[In front of the lord the sun, moon or lightning doesn’t shine then what to say about fire?] Declares 
the shruthi. 
 
(emaiyOr perumAn) Even the nithyasooris were taken aback by the sudden 
appearance of the narasimha perumal and started singing “pallandu” for the welfare of the divine 
lord. 
 
(eripongi kAttum emaiyOr) In a yaga “ahoothi” is given in the fire to kindle the fire. The devas 
starting with indra accept the havis through the fire. Here it can be said that azhvar refers to these 
devas by the words ‘eripongi kAttum emaiyOr’  
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(emaiyOr perumAn) the head of these devas is none other than the divine lord who for the sake of the 
devas killed hiranya. Thoroughly astonished by the divine act of emperuman the devas fell of the 
lord’s divine feet and surrendered. 
 
(aripongi kAttum azhaghu) this divine beauty of Narasimha has won over the appearance of 
paramapadanAthan. Thirumangai mannan enjoyed the divine beauty of narasimhan like milk mixed 
with sugar in his “angan jnAlam” padhigam (peri-thiru-1-7). In this paasuram thirumazhisai azhvar 
enjoys the same divine beauty of the lord mixed with the divine kalyana guna where the lord 
adorned as ‘avikArAya’ undergoes ‘vikAram’ for the benefit of his devotees. 
 

 
aripongikAttum azhaghu-Thirukkottiyur 

 

23. Paasuram-22 (azhagiyAn) 
 

“azhagiyAn thAnE ariyuruvan thAnE 
pazhagiyAn thAlE paNimin-kuzhaviyAi 
thAnEzhulagukkum thanmaikkum thanmaiyanE 
meenA yuyiralikkum viththu” 
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                       azhagiyan thane-Azhagiya singar - Thiruvallikeni 
 
Thirumazhisai azhvar deeply enjoyed the divine beauty of Narasimha perumal in the previous 
paasuram. Azhvar couldn’t just stop with self-enjoyment. Azhvar felt very bad for all the jeevatmas 
who miss this enjoyment due to their ignorance. How could people be without enjoying the divine 
beauty of narasimhan? So azhvar sings this paasuram as an advice to the common folks to fall to the 
divine feet of the sowndarya moorthi, narasimha perumal, azhagiya singar. 
 
(AzhagiyAn thAnE…) This is as a continuation of enjoyment of the divine beauty of narasimhan. Is 
he the only person filled with divine beauty? Doesn’t paramapadanAthan possess the same beauty? 

 
Telliya Singam-Thiruvallikeni 
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(ariyuruvan thAnE) No. only the one who came to this world, as narasimhan 
possesses the ultimate beauty. The beauty of paramapadanAthan is like light that glows in the 
morning. While the sun shines if one lights a lamp then the light of the lamp is of no use. Whereas if 
the same lamp is lit on a dark night, then it has its special significance. Similarly narasimha perumal 
is a light lit in darkness. ParamapadanAthan is the embodiment of grace alone but narasimhan 
showed both grace and anger at the same time (“dushta nigraham, sista paripAlanam”). 
“seeRRathOdu arul peRRavan”. In paramapadam emperuman shows his beauty to those filled with 
ultimate knowledge (sarvagnar) whereas narasimha perumal showed his beauty even to the ignorant 
(agynar). ParamapadanAthar’s beauty can be enjoyed only in words but for narasimha moorthi 
“eraNiyanAgam pilandhu ariyAi udiramalaindha kaiyOdirundhAnai ullavA kandArular” [peri-
thiru.4-1-1] 

 

                   arivuruvam thane-Azhagiya singar on simha vahanam 
 

(azhagiyAn thAne ariyuruvan thAnE) This is that lord who is celebrated as 
“Azhagiya singar” by the whole world.  
The Sri Vishnu SahasranAmam celebrates this perumal as “nArasimhavapu: SrimAn” 
(AzhagiyAn thAnE ….. paNimin) When we see some thing attractive to our eyes we keep on seeing 
and enjoying it but we never get the idea of falling to its feet. So what is so special of narasimhan that 
instigates us to fall to his feet? 
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(ariyuruvan thAnE … paNimin) He is purushOtaman, the one supreme male. He is Abhatsakam (who 
comes to our rescue at the time of danger). When a person has both the strength and wish to come to 
our rescue while in danger and also filled with divine beauty will not one surrender to his feet? 
Anyway is it enough if he is powerful and beautiful and doesn’t know what our problem is and how 
to actually solve it? 

 

              pazhagiyan thAlE Panimin-Thiruvallikeni-yoga narasimhar  
 

(pazhagiyAn thAlE paNimin) This body is our disease that has to be shed and what we have to 
actually attain is the divine body. We are ignorant of this fact and hence keep taking utmost care of 
the body whereas he very well knows what has to be shed and what should be attained. So it is 
important for us to fall to his feet and get over our miseries. If you consider his divine feet as upayam 
and upEyam and surrender then he who knows the reason behind you entering this body and 
suffering (karma) at all times viz., past, present and future along with the solution for the same (his 
nirheduka krupai) will surely save you from all the miseries. We all go to the doctor to cure our 
diseases since we believe that the doctor knows well about the disease and the method to cure the 
same. The only doctor to cure our disease of samsAram is none other than hari. 
“maruththuvanAi nindra mAmani vannA” 
“vaithyOnArAyanO hari:” “bhEshajam bhishak” (Vishnu SahasranAmam) 
“eruththukodiyAnum piramanum Indiranum maRRum oruththarumip piravi ennum noikku 
marundharivArumillai maruththuvanAi nindra mAmanivannA! (peri-thiru-5-3-6) 
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Forget the brahma rudras who are also suffering with the disease of samsAram and fall to the divine 
feet of emperuman the only doctor who can cure this disease. 
“avaidhya: prakrutha: prOkthO vaidhyO vaishnava uchchetE” 
[samsaris are called as avaidhyas and vaishnavas are called as vaidhyas] 
If people connected with him are themselves called as vaidhyas then what to say about the lord 
himself? 
How to believe that he knows well about this body to be shed and that body to be attained? 
 
(thAnE thanmaikkum thanmaiyanE) The elements behind the creation of prakruthi (nature) viz., 
mahan, ahankaram, panchabhoodhangal and the similar 7 ingrediants and the pancha bhoodhas 
formed from sabdha (sound), sparsa (touch), roopa (form), rasa (taste), gandha (smell) tanmAthras all 
reside inside emperuman. ‘thanmai’ refers to the tanmAthras, the pre-state of all the panchabhoodhas 
before their complete formation, the very state in which all the special qualities of the pancha 
bhoodhas are in the hidden form. For eg., the special quality of sky (Akasam) is sound (sabdha guna). 
The pre-state of Akasam is sabdha tanmAthrai that hides the quality of sound inside. Similar is the 
case with other bhoodhas. There is a lot of difference between tanmAthrai and quality. TanmAthrai 
is an ingredient and forms the essential part in the formation of the bhoodha. Thereby 
“thanEzhulagukkum…. thanmaiyanE” refers to emperuman not only being the final product but also 
the reason behind the ingredients necessary for formation. Here “Ezhulagu” refers to the creating 
objects, mahan, ahankaram and the pancha bhoodhas or otherwise,  
 
(thAnEzhulagukkum thanmaikkum thanmaiyanE) Here ‘ezhulagu’ refers to the seven lokas 
viz.,bhuvarlokam, suvarlokam etc at the top and 7 seven lokas viz., athala, vidhala etc underneath 
that includes all the chetanas and achetanas. “thanmaikkum” refers to the achetana gunas viz., 
sabdha, sparsa etc and chetana gunas. Thus it is seen that emperuman is behind all the 
chetanas/achetanas and acts as the controller and guiding torch of all their qualities. If read as “than 
vaikkum thanmaiyanE” then it means that emperuman has all the seven worlds inside him naturally. 
Is there any instance where he has protected us? 
 
(kuzhaviyAi meenAi vuyiralikkum viththu)What has he not done to protect us? During the pralaya 
period he saved all of us by safely keeping us in his stomach and he lying on a banyan leaf coolly. 
“meenathanus tvam nAvi nidhAya 
stirachara parikara manu manu bhagavan I 
vEda sanAbhi svOkthi vinOdai: – 
agali talaya bhayala vama mumavaha: II [ra-stv-2-60] 
[Oh lord! You took the form of a fish you placed all the flora and fauna near manu on a boat and 
saved all the creations with your great words equivalent to Vedas without any fear] In this way, 
during the manvantrapralaya, you placed all the living creatures, including its head manu on a boat 
due to your sankalpa and took the form of a jalajanthu (water creature) and saved the boat without 
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being destroyed due to the flooding water. You returned the Vedas to brahma and made him capable 
of creation once again.  
 
(viththu) As per the sAstra “sadEva sOmya” [chan-6-2-1] he is trividha karana for creation (nimiththa, 
upAdhAna, sahakAri karanas) 

24. Paasuram-23 (viththumida) 
 

“viththumida vENdum kolO vidaiyadarththa 
paththi uzhavan pazhampunaththu – moiththezhundha 
kArmEga manna karumAl thirumEni 
neervAnam kAttum nigazhindhu” 

 
In the previous paasuram, azhvar introduced a great physician to all of us 
“maruththuvanAi nindra mAmanivaNNan”. This special doctor knows how to cure our disease of 
samsAram. The medicine is nothing other than just falling to the feet of the almighty and 
surrendering to him “pazhagiyAn thAlE panimin”. But we are all blessed with minds to think and 
analyse. Will we accept any fact that easily? Oh! No. How is that possible since we always have the 
benefit of doubt and the right to question. So the question arised,” When we see in this world 
(pratyaksham) even in our day to day life that a lot of effort is to be put in attaining even a small 
result how is that we can attain the ultimate result, the Moksha by just falling to the feet of the divine 
lord (negligible effort)?” 
 
Azhvar answers, “As said in the last paasuram, the lord due to ultimate grace on us took various 
incarnations viz., narasimhan, matsyam etc to protect his devotees in awake state whereas he also 
saves all the jeevatmas in the dormant state during the pralaya. When the lord has so much krupai 
(mercy) what is the necessity for any other conditions to exist? The requirement is only the natural 
wish that arouses to fall to the feet of the divine lord the rest is taken care by that emperuman who 
acts as the prAptha and prApagan. Further he does all the necessity jobs to make us attain the 
ultimate result (paththi uzhavan). What else should a jeeva do other than desiring moksha/him? 
 
(paththiuzhavan pazham punaththu viththu mida vENdum kolO) Bhakthi is the crop; 
paramapurushan is the owner of the fertile land (this world), the farmer. What is the necessity for us 
to sow the seeds of punyam/good deeds for bhakthi to grow in our minds? 
 
(paththi uzhavan) Emperuman is the farmer. The amount of hardships a farmer undergoes to attain a 
good yield is innumerable. He has to irrigate the field, remove the unwanted weeds, sow the seed, 
plant the sprout in the appropriate places, add the necessary manure and fertilizers and all these 
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should be done in appropriate time. Similarly emperuman, the farmer also undergoes a number of 
hardships. This farmer, the divine lord has a very fertile land, the nithya vibhooti that gives a great 
yield but still he just doesn’t relax but wants to cultivate the crop of bhakthi also in the land of leela 
vibhooti. So first he involved himself in Creation of the jeevas. He gave them body and mind and 
remained as their antaryAmi to guide them in the right path. Moreover he took a number of 
avatarams to uplift the jeevatmas. [See how Swamy Nammazhvar also has the same type of 
anubhavam considering emperuman as a farmer, “ooravar kavvai eruvitttu annaisol neermaduththu 
Eeranelviththi mulaiththa nenjapperunjseyyul PEramar kAdhal kadalpurraiya vilaiviththa KAramar 
mENi nam kaNNan” (thiruvai 5-3-4)]  
 
(pazham punaththu) To start cultivating a new land a lot of initial processing should be done for a 
good yield. But for an already cultivable fertile land where regular cultivation is done even just 
throwing the seeds here and there will give a good yield. This world is a fertile old land where the 
paththi uzhavan does regular cultivation. This leela vibhooti is not created afresh but exist forever.  
 
(pazham punaththu viththumida vENdum kolO) Like throwing the seeds here and there in a regular 
cultivating land just the desire is enough for the paththi uzhavan to grow the crop of bhakthi in this 
world. The above interpretation results from the words of Sri PeriavAchAn pillai’s commentary 
verse, “pazham panangalilE vidhaikka vENdAdhE vudari mulaikkumApOlE…”  
 
A slight variation in the interpretation can be obtained while looking into the words of other 
acharyas. Let us enjoy the same in the next posting. 
 
(paththi uzhavan pazham punaththu viththumida veNdum kolO) Earlier we saw the interpretation of 
Sri Periya vAchan pillai. Sri Appillai gives a slightly different commentary that also matches with 
other poorvacharyas words. Lets see the same now.  
 
Sri Periyavachan pillai: “pazham punangalilE vidhaikka vEndAdhE vudhari 
mulaikkumA polE….”  
Sri Appillai : “pravAha roopEna anAdhiyAi pOrugira vilainilaththilE, eppozhudhum vuzhuvadhu 
vilaivadhu aruppadhAi pOrugira kshetraththilE viththai eda vEndAdhE tannadhaiyE vudhiri 
mulaikkumApOlE….” 
 
Let’s first see the difference between “vudhari mulaiththal” and “vudhiri mulaiththal”. Consider a 
very fertile land where regular cultivation is done. Earlier we saw that “vudhari mulaiththal” is 
growing of the crop by just throwing the seeds here and there in the field without any proper care. 
Then what is “vudhiri mulaiththal”. Just consider a case where the same land has been just left 
without sowing any seed. Still we find some sprouts here and there that grow by itself. This happens 
due to the grains that could have scattered during the previous harvest. That is only called as “vudhiri 
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mulaiththal”. Similarly “yAdrichchika sukrudhangal” arises by themselves as per the divine pristine 
rules of the world’s creator. To substantiate the above interpretation, lets see the sutra of Sri Pillai 
Lokacharya based on the above paasuram (Srivachanabhooshanam-389) Sri Pillai lokacharya: 
“pazhayadhAga vuzhuvadhu naduvadhu vilaivadhAippOrum kshetraththilE vudiri mulaiththu pala 
paryandhamAmApOlE evaidhAN tannadaiyE vilaiyum padiyAiththu paththi uzhavan pazham 
punaththai srushtiththa kattalai” Sri Manavala mAmunikal’s commentary: “pudhidhAga dharisu 
thiruththinathandrikkE pazhaiyadhAga vuzhuvadhu naduvadhu vilaivadhAikkoNdu seikAlAi 
pOrum kshetraththilE karshagan adhukkenna oru krushi paNNAdhirukka, vudhiriyAnadhu 
mulaiththu vilaindhu talaikattukApOlE” Like the crop that grows due to scattered grains three types 
of good deeds arises to credit the jeevatmas say our poorvacharyas. They are yAdrichchikam, 
prAsankikam and Anushangikam. 
Yadrichchikam: Say a farmer pumps water to irrigate his field in a hot summer and fortunately the 
same water without his knowledge was used by a few bhagavatas to quench their thirst then 
emperuman credits the account of the farmer saying, “ennadiyAr vidAi theerththAn” though 
everything happened without the knowledge of the farmer. Similarly say if a person has a small place 
outside his house for his pleasures and some bhagavatas stay in that place for sometime for shade 
then emperuman credits the house owner saying, “ennadiyArkku odunga nizhal koduththAn”. These 
are yAdruchchika sukruthangal. 
PrAsankikam: Just talking about various places if a person by chance utters a name of a divya desam, 
say “thiruvallikeni” then emperuman counts this as a good deed, “en voorai sonnAn” similar is the 
case when a person utters a bhagavan nama by chance say, “Narayana, parthasarathi” emperuman 
counts that saying, “en pErai sonnAn” These are prAsankika sukruthangal. 
Anushangikam: If some thieves are trying to rob a bhagavata and by chance if a cop on duty comes 
that side and the thieves run out of fear then emperuman credits the cop for this happening saying, 
”ennadiyArai knOkkinAi” though the cop actually doesn’t even know what has happened. This is 
anushangika sukrutham. 
Thus such things happen by themselves as per the rules of the creator and 
hence there is no necessity for a jeevan to do anything with sadhana buddhi to obtain any result. 
What are the jobs done by this farmer, emperuman? Azhvar answers 
 
(vidaiyadarththa paththi uzhavan) All the leelas of emperuman taking various incarnations are his 
krushi (work) to inculcate bhakthi in all our minds. The puranas say that he won over 7 bulls for the 
sake of nappinai piratti but the actual motto behind this incident being winning over all the devotees 
and sowing the seed of bhakthi in their hearts. 
(viththumida …. Punaththu) If everything is done by the lord then what should the jeeva do? 
Emperuman himself declares in his bhagavat geetha, “na hi kaschit kshanamapi jAthu tishtatya 
karma kruth” [3-5] In this world no one stays without doing anything even for a second. Then how 
come one can stay without doing anything? How will he spend time? 
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(moiththezhundha kAr mEgamanna karumAl thirumEni neervAnam kAttum nigazhindhu) The dark 
clouds that are seen in the sky during the rainy season filled with waterdroplets are similar to the 
divine thirumeni colour of emperuman. The colour of the clouds themselves acts as an alternative to 
develop bhakthi in the minds of jeevathmas. Due to the divine grace of emperuman after we get the 
taste of bhagavat vishayam and till the time we reach his divine feet we can sustain enjoying the 
divine beauty and building our interests towards emperuman (bhagavat/bhAgavata kainkaryams) 
day in and day out. 
 
(nigaizhindhu kAttum) The lord gives us the divine darshan that cannot be 
enjoyed even by the brahma rudras. 
Summary: In the first interpretation, due to the work of the divine farmer, 
yAdruchchika sukrudhangal grows. So after the taste of bhagavat vishayam is obtained the way to 
spend time is trying to increase our interest for the same. The seed here being “sukrutham” 
In the second interpretation: the seed is the “eeranelviththu” (thiruvai 5-3-4) bhagavat vishaya ruchi. 
If the dark clouds, reminding the dark colour of emperuman’s thirumeni themselves have the power 
to inculcate bhakthi in our hearts then is there any necessity for us to do anything? 

25. Paasuram-24 (nigazhindhAi) 
 

“nigazhindhAi pAlpon pasuppu kArvaNNam nAngum 
egazhindhA yiruvariyum veeya – pugazhindhAi 
sinappOr suvEdhanai sEnApadhiyAi 
manappOr mudikkum vagai” 

 
In this paasuram and the next azhvar tells about the difficulties undergone by the “paththi uzhavan”. 
In this paasuram, azhvar feels for the way emperuman, even sacrifices himself (thannai azhiyamAri) 
for the sake of his devotees.  
 
(nigaizhindhAi pAlpon pasuppu kArvaNNam nAngum) In each yuga, people are filled with 
different qualities and hence their taste also varies. Emperuman to attract the people of different 
yugas in each yuga gives darshan with different colours. Though his natural colour is “kArmEgam” 
[“kAdal kadalpuraiya vilaiviththa kAramarmEni”] sastras declare that he gives darshan with 
different colours in different yugas. Bhakthi first grows due to the attraction towards the divine 
beauty. So emperuman chooses to change his colour according to the taste of the people. 
 
(nigazhindhAi pAl vaNNam) “kruthE sukla chaturbAhu:” In the first yuga, the krutha yuga people 
are filled with satvika guna. They are truthful and pure at heart and hence have a taste for white 
colour (signifying purity and peace). So in that yuga emperuman chooses the white colour. So in the 
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krutha yuga, the colour of emperuman is like that of milk declares thirumazhisai piran. Why not 
something else other than milk as example? Probably mazhisai piran’s mind meditated on the other 
qualities of milk that also matches with that of emperuman like good taste and good for health. See 
the sastras declaring emperuman to be “sarvarasa:” “rasO vaisa:” “tEnE pale kannalE amudhE” etc. 
 
(nigazhindhAi pon vaNNam) “trEthAyAm raktha varnOsow” In the second yuga, trEthA yuga people 
have a mixture of rajo guna mixed with satva guna. So they have a specific taste for golden colour (a 
mixture of red and white). So emperuman gives darshan with ‘ponvaNNam’. Instead of saying 
“rakthavarNa:” as said by the sastras or “sEyan endrum trEdhaikaN” as said by thirumangai mannan 
in his thirunedunthAndakam mazhisai piran says golden colour probably to attribute the costly, 
precious nature of gold to emperuman also. 
[“hiranmaya: purusha:, “rukmApam”, “hEmasamAnavarNam” “suttruraiththa nan pon vun 
thirumEni”] 
 
(nigazhindhAi pasuppu vaNNam) “dvAparE bhagavan syAma:” In the third yuga, dvApara yuga, 
people are filled with rajas, tamas gunas mixed with satva guna. So their preference is for a greenish 
colour, a mixture of red, black and white (pasumai, colour of a marshy area) [“pAlineermai 
semponeermai pAsiyin pasumpuram pOluneermai porpudai tadaththu vaNdu viNdulA 
neelaneermai endrivai niraindha kAlam nAngumAi”, “purusham krushNa pingalam” “pachchai 
mAmalai pOl mEni”] 

 
                                       Sri Pavala vannan-Kancheepuram 

 
(nigazhindhAi kArvaNNam) “kalow krushNam dvishA krushNam” In the last 
yuga, kali yuga people are least bothered about anything other than themselves and hence 
emperuman chooses to remain with his own natural colour. “muzhudhum nilainindra pinnai 
vaNNam kondal vaNNam “ (peri-thiru-4-9-8). In kali, emperuman remains with his “neelamEga 
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syAmala varNam” Being filled with tamo guna the dark colour of emperuman will also suit the yuga. 
“kArvaNNam” indicates that the qualities of the dark clouds are also seen in our dear lord viz., 
showering rain (grace) on one and all for everyone’s benefit with no expectation to get anything in 
return and doesn’t even remember the great help latter. [“neelathoyatha mathyasthA vidyullEkEva 
bhAsvarA” “mega syAmam” “kArmENi”] Not stopping with changing his colour for the sake of the 
people to bring them close to him he also overcomes all their enemies. Azhvar continues to explain 
the same. 

 
kArvannan-Sri Parthasarathi-Thiruvallikeni 

 
(egazhindAi eruvariyum veeya) Two asuras madhu and kaitapa stole the Vedas from brahma and 
hindered in his duty of creation. Under the request of brahma emperuman killed the asuras and got 
back the Vedas to brahma. During the bhAratha yuddha Oh! Lord you witnessed the killing of all the 
bad kings. [“kola mAkkOl kolai seidhu bharathapOr ellAch Senaiyum, eru nilaththaviththa endhai”] 
Further azhvar shows to what all extend emperuman goes for the sake of his dear devotees. 
 
(pugazhindAi sinappOr suvEdhanai) Arjuna is a great warrior. Instigated by 
anger he was capable to fight a very tough war. Emperuman praised arjuna for his strength to fight. 
Though arjuna was instructed by narada and other rishis time and again that Krishna was none other 
than the supreme lord arjuna still called Krishna as “hey! Krishna hey! YAdhava”, without even 
thinking about the lord’s greatness and supremacy. But emperuman didn’t care about all these he 
kept on praising arjuna as “paranthapa” (one who fires his enemies) “anaka:” (one who is free from 
sins) etc. Oh! My lord you are “stavya:” (one to be praised), “OdhuvAr OththellAm 
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vulagaththevvulagum sAdhuvAi ninpugazin thagaiyallAl piridillai” how amazing it is to see you 
praising someone else! 
 
(sinappOr suvEdhanai) A great warrior arjuna. He has a number of names among which suvEdhan is 
one. (“arjuna: palguna: pArtha: kireetee svEthavAhana: I bheethatsur vijaya: krushnas savyasAsee 
dananjaya: II) The name svEthavAhana: “one who rides a chariot run by white horses. [“vellai puravi 
kurukku velkodi tErmisai munpu nindru” says periazhvar] Here thirumazhisai piran instead of 
svEthavAhana: says the name in short as ‘suvEdhanai’ indicating only to arjuna. 
 
(sEnApadhiyAi) Though it seems to all that emperuman in the bharatha yuddha only took the 
position of arjuna’s charioteer, pArtha-sArathi still he was the only governing force of the whole 
army of the pandavas that made them win the war. That is why sanjaya declared to drutharAstra as 
follows: 
“yathra yOgeeswara Krishna: yathra pArthO danurdhara: tatra sri vijayO bhoothir druvA nidir madir 
mama” pAndavas are praised as “krishnAsraya: krishnabala: krishnanAdAscha pAndava:” So there is 
nothing wrong to say that Parthasarathi was the leader of the pandava army.  
 

 
Yogeesvara Krishna:-Sri Parthasarathi inside the chariot 

 
Why did emperuman praise arjuna and make him fight the war? 
 
(manappOr mudikkum vagai) It was parthasarathi’s wish to get rid of adharma and establish dharma 
and hence the war had to happen. Moreover emperuman had a debt towards drowpathi, 
“govindhEthi yathA krAndath krishnA mAm dooravAsinam I ruNam pravruththamiva mE 
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hrudhayAn nAbhasarpathi II” While being insulted in the court of the gauravas, drowpathi screemed 
for help the thirunAmam of emperuman “govinda”. At that time Krishna was in a very far of place 
and hence couldn’t rush to the site. That remained as a great block in emperuman’s mind till he 
returned back to paramapadam. Only for the sake of drowpathi did emperuman make the bharatha 
yuddha happen to see drowpathi tie her untied hair and also make her happy by crowning 
dharmaputra to the throne. 
 

 
 
(manappOr mudikkum vagai suvEdhanai pugazindhAi) “mayaivaithE nihithA: poorvamEva 
nimiththamAthram bhava savyasAsin” declares parthasarathi himself. (Oh! Arjuna you are capable 
of leaving arrows with your left hand, I have already killed these gauravas just by my thought 
(sankalpam). Whatever you are asked to do now is just for eyewash so that you get the name.) So 
emperuman who is capable of getting rid of his enemies just by thought went to the extend of 
praising a jeevatma, arjuna as if he alone can fight the war and did all servitude to him being his 
charioteer for the sake of happiness of his dear devotees. 
 
To be continued in Part 2 
 

Thirumazhisai piran thiruvadigalE sharaNam 
Azhvar Emperumanar Jeeyer thiruvadigalE sharaNam 

 


